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PREMIER GEORGE

NOVEL CIPHER CODE KEYBOARD

CROPS WORTH BILLIONS

TALKS OF PEACE

FOUR LEADING CEREALS VALUED

NO WAR

AT OVER $7,500,000,000.
INDICATES

NATIONS

MIGHT

CON-

SIDER

PROPOSALS IF THE
TERMS WERE KNOWN.

MUST

BE

Federal Report Shows Wheat Production 88,359,000 Bushels Short, and
Corn 149,216,000 Below
Av.

NECK

REPARATION

IN

Wostftn

NOOSE

GERMAN

NewwiMli.--

WITH

LET-U- P

All records for value
Washington
of tlie country's important farm crops

were exceeded tl.ls
despite the
smaller size of the crops. Their value
was placed at $7,t: .Cutt.iinu by the
Department of Agriculture in its final
estimates of the year. That, is
more than the same crops were
worth last year
Higher prices, due
partly to reduced production and partly to Ihe demands for American food
of
from
the
nations
warring
Kurope were responsible for the vast
increase in value.
Pour crops each were worth more
than $l,iiii(i,iiiiii,iiiiii.
Corn, with a total value of
showed the
greatest increase, being worth
more than last year's output.
Cotton, the second most valuable,
with a total of $I.07!i.r,!is,imO,
in
creased $l.",i,::71.iMiii over last year.
Wheat, Ihe third was worth
7(;.",.oon, or $s:!,li;2,i
over tlie year
before, when Hie proliiclion was almost loo, .nun basin-Imore.
t
Hay was fourth, with a value
f
Ol $'.1.1,:;. id,l,iiiik!i .iii.iu, an inori
ji-u-

ALLIES WILL NOT PUT

IN

THE JAWS OF BEAR

FEARING PEACE PROSPECTS RE
MOTE, PREPARE TO CONTINUE
CONFLICT ON GREAT SCALE.

ROUMANIANSMAKEGAIN

1

DECLARES

SAVED ALIVE FROM

KAISER INTENDS

ROPE

HANDS.

I'limn

London.

The announcement in thn
of Commons on tin- - l!Mh by
Lloyd (Ii orgo, hi' new prime
minister, that tln first act of his
was tin- rejection of the
proposal uf thi' central powers for a
House
David

Brother Struck Enraged Brute
With an Ax and Rescued
Ellery Harer.
Willlumsport, Pa. Ammon Harer,
a farmer living near Liberty, saved
the life of his brother Ellery (who lay
prostrate under a wounded beur, which

was tearing and chewing the man's
rin) by striking the animal on the
head with on ax.
The exciting battle occurred on the
REPORT THAT REVOLUTIONARY
Harer farm recently. As Ellery Harer
OUTBREAKS IN PORTUGAL
opened the kitchen door at his farm
HAVE BEEN CUELLED.
home to Investigate a peculiar noise
lie was confronted
y a lurge black
benr only a few feet from the door
Welern N'owsDapor lnlpn Ncwr Service.
step. The farmer jumped back into
London. Seventeen Americans were the house nnd slummed the door nl
killed in the sinking of the British most in the face of the bear.
horse transport Russian, Dec. 14. BerArmed with n gua containing one
lin estimates losses on the western shell he partly opened the door and
front at 1,300,000 for the British and
3,800,000 for the French, and states
that the Somine drive alone cost the
allies 750,000 men. Germany claims
successes for' the Teutonic forces in
northern Dobrudja.
Petrograd declares the offensive of tlie central
powers in Rumania has been checked.
11

0

J. Liirye of Hnrcroft, Va., has Invented nu auxiliary keyboard for use
on any standard typewriter which Is capable of transcribing and
translating
any message In a manner which makes it Impossible, he declares, for anyone
other than the person or persons possessing the key to read. The keys of
the Invention merely operate the keys of the typewriter. An endless belt on
which are all tlie letters of the alphabet, slides between these keys, which
1.
I
red In lit-t.f llir.
:iriTlu, ciwl,
1
"""' i...
V
!v

LATE

MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Weilern Newffpapr Union Newa Service.,

DENVER MARKETS.
Cattle.
Steers, ('(hay fed), good to
choice
$7.258.25
Steers (hay fed), fair to
0.75

good

Steers, grassers, good
choice
Steers, grassers, fulr

to
to

good

Heifers, prime
Cows (hay fed), good
choice
Cows (hay fed), fair
good
Cows, grassers (good)
Cows, grassers (fair)
Qows, canners

to
to

....

7.25

7.008.25
6.507.00
6.757.50
6.257.00
6.606.25
6.256.75
5.30JJ16.2&

4.005.25

Veal calves
7.50&8.60
Bulls
4.505.6O
.,
cows
4.505.5O
Feeding
6.257.60
Breeding heifers
and Blockers, good
to choice
7.007.75
Feeders and Blockers, fair
to good
6.00 7.00
Feeders and stockers, com
mon to fair
5.756.25

peace conference constituted one ol
the most momentous scenes which the
aldest. parliamentary
veterans had
over witnessed.
The new premier declared that,
V
.
.
,
.,.
,
the allies could give favorable
iw
i..n-- i uriiimir ii
iui,,-on nit Key
(u, ii ,
consideration to such an invitation
board.
He and Ills correspondent know which letters are to face each other
Hogs.
at the slart. Instead of following the keyboard In forming words, tlie sender
they must know that Germany was
Good hogs
$9.75010.00
follows the tune, slriking tlie key which baiuicns to be iioiinsite Ihe desin-iprepared to ji eeile to the allies'
Berlin, Dec. 19. A military official
11... ,
After e!ii-teller
iu,i,l,t il,,,
l,.li,,p ,,,, lit,, !,,,,
liriiiH, giving "complete rest i! in ion,
Sheep.
,,r amices to the right or left, iioeonlinc to iireurriiiigemeii!. who is frankly and keenly hopeful
full reparation and eltVclual gunrun-n,r.,,it
Wethers
$ 9.5010.0O
mm.
that somo way may be found to end
10.25&C 10.75
es," and Ilia! "lo 'liter a conii n iice
Yearlings
none
Willi
too
he
is
war,
last
optii
though
Lambs
Compared
value,
the
of
invitation
year's
upon
(iermnny. pro-mistic
at
inoilier
called
tin
Kwes
showed
replaimiii- -' In is
present,
7.50(a) 8.25
ATTACK
NEW
together
BY VILLA
following
iclnrious, without
Feeder lambs
resentatives of the neutral press to in10.00010.90
uf her propo als. i leases
any know ledge
Feeder ewes
6.00
6.75
quire, as to the probable effect of the
would In' putting our heads into a
Oats. $:ii;,i;7::iii; potatoes, $;."".,( i7
German
note in neutral counIloose Willi III,'
mi ol tile rope III lam; tobacco, $7l'.7J7,om; barley, $11,-OFFERS TO PROTECT ALL FOR- tries. Hopeace
HAY AND GRAIN MARKET.
laid great stress on this
rye, $1.', 771. nun, buckwheat.
(ii niiaiiy's hands."
V. O. B. Denver, Carload Price.
EIGNERS FROM RAIDS.
point and particularly whether there
Mr. I.Ioyil ticdiTo inserted thai at $
I.ooo; flaxseed, $ :i,!i lu.onn rice,
woutu no any tendency to construe the
Hay.
the moment (leriuany was penning f 10,1(71,000,
sweel potatoes,
Buying Prices.
tlie note assuring her convictions as
sugar boi ls, $ I.:! ::,iiihi; beans, KANSAS AND UTAH UNITS ARE Bandit Declares He Will Kill No More German note as a sign of weakness.
Colorado
per ton.$14.0015.00
upland,
Discussing tlie possibility that all
to the rinhls ol oilier nations, slie $17.lilc',oon; kafl'irs, $2.11::,
onions,
Americans if U. S. Will Permit
Nebraska upland, per ton 12.0013.00
AMONG
THOSE TOLD TO
peace propositions may be rejected at
orvas drugging i, n ii n s Inio slavery, $1.(101,0110; apples, $::7.i;i;o,ooi.i;
Second bottom Colorado
Campaign Against Carranza.
LEAVE BORDER SERVICE.
present this officer declared Germany
and wild hay,
lie announced that the nolo present- anges, $:i,;i.-,,uiand Nebraska, per ton 11. 50 12.50
was aware the the French and British
ed to Washington contained no pro1C.0017.00
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by the various smaller details of exterior finish carried through the design. Because shingles look best for
wall finish when they are stained some
durk tint, the preferable color scheme
for tills bungalow would probably be
found In the use of
shingles, gray stucco ntul pure white
trim. The molding used at the Junction
of the shingles and stucco Is carried
across the porch, around the chimney
and along the top edge of the flower
box built under the large front window.
The decoration of the porch columns,
although very simple, Is effective. The
roof of
type, Is sufficiently
elaborate to harmonize with other
purts of the design. On the extended
end of the porch a pergolu roof Is carried out under the eaves of the hinln
roof, and
supports are
used at each corner. ,
The room arrangements afford every
convenience that could be desired In a
bungalow. A hall through
the center of the house from the front
door to the bathroom makes It possible to enter any room but the pantry from the outside without going
through other rooms. The basement
and attic are also reuched from this
hall.
The living room Is a square room,
along the side wall of which a brick
fireplace and two bookcases are built.
The cased entrance from the hall Is
near one corner of the room. This is
un advuntage from the standpoint of
Interior decoration, because the corner entrance does not break up the
wall space where it may be used for
pictures and other purposes. The arrangement of furniture In a living
room opposite the fireplace offers a
large unobstructed space for some
large pieces of furniture, such as a
piano or u duvenport.
The dining room Is across the hall
from the living room. In this room,
which is made slightly longer than it
Is wide a convenience when the table
Is extended to nccommodute guests
all projecting corners are eliminated.
The china closet Is built Into the walls,
with Its doors flush, thus taking no
space in the dining room. Back from
this room is the pantry and kitchen.
The pantry is well fitted with cupboard, shelves and table, to save steps
for the housewife.
There are two bedrooms, ench of

IDEAL HOME IS
THIS BUNGALOW

WITH STEAM AS MOTIVE

am

POWER

dark-staine- d

Has Numerous Advantages, as
May Be Perceived Almost

at a Glance.

PROFITS

Especial Attention Paid to That Important Feature Large Basement
Provided For Exterior Finish
Can Be in Almost Any Stylo
That It Desired.

three-colum- n

'

This Car Has Been Operated 33,000 Miles During the Last Three Years, and
Is Said to Have Required No Repairs. It la Driven by Steam and
Strikingly New and Attractive Features.

five-roo-

By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
Mr. William A. Radford will answer
questions and give advice FREE OF
COST on all subjects pertaining; to the
subject of building, for the readers of this
paper. On account of his wide experience
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
Is, without doubt, the highest authority
on all these subjects. Address all Inquiries
to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie
avenue, Chicago, III., and only enclose
two-ce- nt
stamp for reply.
i

The bungalow has done a great deul
to promote home construction during
recent years in this country. The appeal of a neat little bungalow is strong
to the man who has always wanted a
home of his own, but who has allowed
himself to get into the habit of renting, more for the reason that he has
feared the cost than for any other. A
great many more homes of the bungalow type would be built if every man
who has u firm desire for a home
would go to an architect or contractor
and get the information which will enable him to figure the proposition out
in a logical manner.
The cost of a cozy little bungalow
is not great and the comfort and satisfaction derived from It more tha'1
pay for the Inconvenience of a slight
Increase In Interest over what would
be paid In rent, If the funds are not
available to pay the entire amount nt
Almost any
the time of construction.
nun can enjoy himself In keeping up

which lias two windows and a closet.
linen case In the hall Is handy to
both of these rooms.
A feature which will be greutly appreciated is one which Is readily obthe wife and children are even more served In the perspective shown here.
evident than those to the "man of the This bungalow is built well up above
house."
grade, so that large basement windows
In external finish the bungalow may be utilized to produce In the buse-meu really usable part of the house.
yields to a number of pleasing effects
which, no doubt, hnve had considerable
Prefers Cows to Pigs.
weight In causing this type of house to
come Into such popular demand. The
The parent" of Brooks, age eight,
atmosphere of home Is very enslly keep a boarding house. By way of
of three regular meuls a
brought into the. design, and almost
any of the common building materials day and a roof that does not leak.
may be used to effectively bring out Brooks occasionally helps serve the
some desired detail of finish. For the guests. lie is a serious child, whose
s
man who wishes a thoroughly
sense of humor is of the English vahouse, there are any number of riety, and the guests enjoy teasing him.
devices which may be used to give
"There Isn't any milk for you to
the bungnlow a distinctive appearance drink. Mother says it's so scarce she
of elegance. In fact, the range of pos- can only serve it nt breakfast," Brooks
sibilities extends from the most sim- Informed the milk toper recently.
ple design to the most elaborate, with
"Oh, thut's all right," the toper replied, genially. "In fact, I'm thinking
of buying a cow, anyway. There's only
one thing that bothers me" and he
winked nt his companion across the
table. "Should I bring the cow with
me to meals?"
The question was put so seriously
DedRm.
Kitchen EfeniH
that Brooks hastened to ills mother
n'.n'.
for advice.
j
In a few minutes he returned beama small lawn or cultivating a vegetable garden on the back end of the
lot. There are any number of advantages which present themselves In favor of the bungalow. The benefits Jo
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IS RUN BY STEAM
NEW MACHINE SAID TO
COMPLETE SUCCESS.

Embodies Best Features of Both Gas
and Steam Cars Has Great Speed
Capacity With Practically
No Engine Vibration.
As a result of prolonged experiments, a Detroit inventor has develr
automobile which
oped a
seems to obviate most of the objections usually presented by vehicles of
its type. In a generul way (t embodies
many of the best features of both gus
and steum curs. By turning a switch
and opening the throttle, the car is
started almost instuntly. There are no
gears, levels, or clutch to operate,
while unlimited flexibility is afforded.
From a snail's puce to a speed of 80
miles an hour, the car is said to run
practically without engine vibration.
There is no noise, and nothing to
wutch but the road. So fur as appearance Is concerned, the machine would
ordinarily bo mistaken for a gasoline
car. Fourteen miles enn be covered
with n gallon of kerosene. The steam
Is condensed after being used, and
saved. Tills mukes it possible to travel
from 1,300 to 2,000 miles without replenishing the water supply. The formation of seule or rust in the boiler
Is prevented, since the lubricating oil
Is carried to the engine by the steum.
Thus the Inside of the tubes Is constantly coated with n thin film of oil.
The experimental car has been driven
RH.OOO miles during the lust three years
without repairs, and Is claimed to be
in perfect running condition. The fuel
is vaporized, mixed with air in a carburetor, heated, and burned in a spe
cially designed combustion chamber.
A small electric blower supplies the
necessary volume of air, while the
ignition is accomplished electrically.
The latter is the striking feature of
the system, for it relieves the driver of
the necessity of giving attention or
labor to the matter of firing the boiler.
In case the car stands inactive for sev
eral days, about a minute and a half is
required in starting it. If, however, it
has merely been Idle over night, or dur
lug a corresponding period, It starts at
once, Popular Mechanics Magazine.
steam-powe-

How Gear Teeth Are Tested.
Every purt that enters Into a high'
grade motor cur must puss a scries of
rigid tests. Every purt is not only
thoroughly tested, but so carefully are
tests conducted thut it is definitely
known Just what each part will stand,
In testing the teeth of gears the ordinary test lius been to deliver n pow
erful blow against the teeth. The effect of the blow was easily uppurent,
but it was impossible to measure how
much force hud been Ixpended. The
problem was put up to the engineers
and they developed a machine thut delivers the blow and at the same time
measures the force used.
The principle Is the same as though
a workman took a chisel, placed it
against a tooth and struck the chisel
with a hammer. In the case of the
machine a shnrp blade Is forced against
the tooth with a heavy impact and on
a dial the "left-ove- r
energy" is registered. It is a simple matter of math
ematics then to culculnte the amount
of force needed to breuk the tooth.

ing.

Too Many Careless Drivers.
Observations have been made to
record core shown by automobile
drivers and in 35,000 instunccs the
following results were noted: 03 per
cent looked neither way before passCanny Edinburgh City Fathers.
Edinburgh owns several meadows, ing over a grade crossing; 8 per cent
some In the heart of the city. These looked one way only, and 174 motor
fields are put to good use. In the car drivers (about half of 1 per cent)
spring they are hay fields, the crops actually stopped their machines beselling for very respectable sums, too, fore proceeding to pass over the crosseach year. After the hay" harvest is ing. These figures show that few
over Edinburgh lets out the meadows men of undoubted intelligence display
for other purposes connected with cat- the necessary caution that may save
tle and farming and adds a bit more their lives, limbs and property, by
to the money thus acquired by the can-n- y simply waiting a moment or two to alScotch rulers of the town.
low the train to pass.
"Mother says of course you must
bring it to meals. She says she really
prefers cows to pigs, and, anyway,
you shouldn't let it starve to death."
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Floor Plan of Bungalow.

Habit of Health.
To acquire the hrfbit of health it Is
necessary to cultivate the habit of exThe use of several materials in the pecting it Cultivate, too, the habit
finish of houses has come to be quite of cheerfulness in your daily occupacommon practice. There Is certainly tion, of optimism in your daily reflec-timof urbanity toward others, and
a possibility of sidestepping the monotony of large wall areas by facing consideration for their rights as well
the walls with more than one material. as extenuntl-- n for their failures. I
Both the color and the character of Relieve we should be healthy in body,
surface may be varied in this way, and glad In heart, and aspiring in spirit.
many pleasing combinations may be Unity.
found.
Anonymous.
Among the class of houses which
"I hear that yot got into trouble hy
depend upon the combination of difan
finanonymous communication In
ferent materials for their exterior
using
ish, the little bungalow shown here your pnper," remarked the country
"I did," replied the
is somewhat different from the ordi- town lawyer.
nary. The finishing materials used in country town editor. "But I'm carrythis case are shingles and stucco on ing a notice in the next issue that
the walls of the house and ornamental hereafter anonymous communications
brick and stucco In the chimney. The will not be published unless the writmethod of proportioning the different er's name is signed." Cincinnati Enmaterials over the walls is distinc- quirer.
tive. The stucco is applied in a wide
Profound Ignorance.'
belt around the house In line with the
"So you live in one of those modern
main floor windows. Beginning at the
top of this belt and carried down to apartment bouses?"
"Sure."
the water table, the chimney is finished
fea"And what Is Its most
with stucco. Above the belt ornamental faqe brick are used In the chim- ture?"
"A squash court."
ney.
"Gee t Is that a sort of Indoor truck
This chief decorative effect, although
very artistic in Itself, Is greatly aided garden?" Birmingham

a

full measure of return in the way of
good appearance for every dollar

s,

Auto's Remarkable Trip.
One of the most arduous motor trips
ever undertaken was successfully accomplished recently In Morocco. The
trip, from Tangier on the Atlantic
coast to the inland city of Fez, was
made by the Tangier automobile distributor In a touring car. The distance covered totaled over 500 miles
and the time spent en route occupied
from July 28 till August 2. The trip
Is particularly interesting In that it
marks the first passage of any vehicle
on wheels between the two titles, and
marks the first entry of an automobile
into the ancient and sacred capital of
the Moors.
Locate the Fuse Box.
Most
systems have a
fuse box installed at an accessible
point The purchaser of a new car
should acquaint himself with this as
quickly as possible. Very often considerable trouble in the electrical system can be eliminated by the Installation of a new fuse. This is a simple
matter, but if not known may cause
a lot of trouble and unnecessary ex'
pense.
self-starti-

JUST

A

WORD

TO

DRIVERS

Consider the Youngsters Who May Get
in Your Path, and Give Them
a Chance.
BE A

'

-

DAIRY BUSINESS

Unfortunate That Farmers Can Make
Living Even When They Are
Losing Money on Herd.

low-pitc- h

LIVING ROOM WELL ARRANGED

IN

FOR HOG PRODUCTION

PASTURE

PROVIDE

Say, Mr. Motorcar driver! Have you
got any youngsters? Anil don't they,
like every other child, get away from
the home yard once In a while and run
a little loose on the street?
Well, bow would you like to come
home some night nnd find that some
careless driver had run your child
down?
Then consider the youngsters of everybody else us you would have every
other motorist consider your youngsters. It Is natural for youngsters to
If a big motorcar
get
looms up on them when they ure crossing the street. They oftentimes stop
dead still or else run right Into the
path of an oncoming car. The safest
thing to do is to slow down when there
are children In your path. Give them
all the best of the cliunce. Be prepared
to stop still and let 'em do us their
little minds bid them.
When you are running a motorcar
keep your eyes peeled for tiny tots and
at all times consider the youngsters !
'
Toledo News-Bepanic-stricke- n

Tt is unfortunate for dairy farmers
thut they cannot always tell how
much they are making or losing without a great deal of study und investiIt is also unfortunate that
gation.
they are losing money on their herd.
If it were possible to immediately determine the profits and losses in the
dairy business furmers would not continue to lose money when they think
they are making a little. Men who
cure only for a living are usually satisfied if they get it some way or other
and such men ure slow to realize what
they are losing by maintaining an unprofitable herd of cattle.
The remedy for the situation Is to
charge up the products of the farm to
the cows who are eating the products.
Test every cow and know what sh-- i
can do, breed to a purebred dairy bull
and. Improve the herd und then dispense with the boarders. There is no
mystery about how a man can lose
money on the dairy business und still
make a living. Ho does not muke the
living from duirylng.

PIGS ON OAT AND PEA FORAGE.
(From the United States Department of be turned on the rape until the plants
Agriculture.)
are at least ten Inches high. Rape
To make hog production most profit- is a very satisfactory forage plant for
able, the farmer should provide pas- hogs, because it grows rapidly and la

ture for his hogs whenever possible.
The earlier in the year green feed can
be supplied the better. Swine of any
age relish green feed, and its use always reduces the cost of producing gains on bogs. In addition, it
keeps the animals in good, thrifty conCOW
WITH
REGULARITY
URGE
dition. The Information given In this
article, however, applies only to the
Does Her Best Only When Milked at northern part of the United Slates,
Equal and Stated Periods of
particularly those states and sections
About Twelve Hours.
of states lying north of parallel 39.
The best crops to seed In early
The cow cun do her best only when spring ure wheat, outs, rye, barley,
milked at cqnul and regular dally pe- rape, Canadian field peas and vetch.

riods of about twelve hours each the
year around. The full supply of milk
is not in the udder rendy to be drawn
out before milking time comes, but
some of it is produced by the glands
during the operation of milking. The
udder, however, is usually filled nnd
the cow becomes accustomed to this,
is deFOR USE ON SNOW OR ICE but If the operation of milking
layed and glunds cense to some extent to secrete milk, they will then
Automobile Equipped With Runners not be stimulated to
good activity durEnsures Wheels Good Traction
the process of milking. This ining
Over Any Kind of Road.
jures the glands and produces a decrease in the milk flow.
No longer are buggies nnd wagons
the only wheeled vehicles which can
DELICIOUS MILK
be equipped with "snowshoes" or run- SOURCE OF
ners to transform them Into sleds for
use on snow or ice roads. This equip Under Ordinary Conditions Only Dirty,
Diseased Product Is Obtained
ment consists of
From Family Cow.
den specially
d
nnd
signed
WETINER, Jit., Missouri
tread" (By TEncy
College of Aurirulture.)
to. be fastened
The family cow should be a conover the regul- stant source
of cheap, pure and
ation pneumatic
milk. Such may be the case, if
n
runner
and
sled
rather unique
tire,
n few precautions are taken. It is freto lie fastened to the hub of the wheel.
quently observed, however, that under
runrear
At the front nnd
end of this
the conditions surrounding the family
resemsmall
n
ner Is mounted
wheel
cow only dirty, dlseused milk cun be
n
so
bling gear. These are
placed that produced.
their spikes or cogs engage with those
A cow may be suffering from tuberon the special tire tread Just as the culosis, the worst disease to which she
cogs of two spur gear wheels engnge Is subject, and still show no signs of
ench other. In this way these two it to the proud owner. For the sake
small auxiliary wheels keep the cogs
or spikes of the.eur wheel from filling
up nnd becoming smooth as the shod
foot of a horse becomes filled up with
a "snowball." This Insures that (he
cor wheels shall have good traction
nt all times, and also prevents danger
of the wheels slipping from side to
The purpose of the Inventor
side.
seems to he, to give the same "sure
footedness" to the cur on slippery winter roads which Is to be had by use
of tire chains, and still to give the Cows and Calves Thrive on Abundant
Pasture.
greater smoothness of riding to the
passengers to lie had with sleds as of the children who driuk the milk
compared to wheeled vehicles espe- u
qualified veterlnurlan should be
cially when the roads are more or less culled
upon to Inspect nnd test ench
rough and "choppy." Farming Busi- cow
every year.
ness.
With the nssurance of a healthy cow,
she should be housed in a clean, well
Tires Use Half of Rubber.
with n clean
shed nnd
The production of rubber tires in lightedin which toprovided
exercise. The milk
the United States constitutes nlmnst yard
should be drawn into a clean,
f
of the total value of nil kinds
milk pall and kept cool until
of rubber goods manufactured during consumed.
the year. The census bureau has IsMilk sours nnd spoils because of the
sued n statement of statistics showing bacteria which enter
it with dirt from
Is
49
the
value of tires
that
per the cow and from pails not thoroughly
nearly
cent of the total. The Goodyear Tire washed.
Keeping these bacteria out
nnd Rubber company, Akron, uses 10 of the milk
and preventing their
per cent of the totnl world's produc- growth by keeping the milk cool, are
tion of crude rubber. .
easy and efficient means of procuring
the best of milk from the family cow,
Lengthen Tire Use.
provided she is free from diseuse.
of the expense
Probably
incurred in operating an automobile is
by tire upkeep. There are many things
that drivers can do to lengthen the
life of their tires, but it is impossible v
to get the most out of a tire without
the use of a tire tester and a small
Gentle cows are the result of trainvulcanizer that will repair smull cuts ing and kindness.
nnd injuries in casings. A repairman
is not always on hand and such a
Mottled butter is due largely to unsmall vulcanizer may save serious in- even distribution of salt
convenience.
The dairy farmer raises more grain
and better grain and gets ,a higher
Auto Cuts Down Distances.
The automobile has cut down dis- price than anybody.
tance to almost nothing. The average
machine Is put over the road at from
Dairy cows that freshen in the fall
25 to 30 miles an hour, and it would should receive some extra feed six to
take a horse almost all day to cover eight weeks previous to calving.
the same ground. The farmers are
The best cows are never cheap and
now able to get out and go places.
They are no longer isolated, and they seldom for sale; so It Is up to every
dairyman to give the heifer calves the
have many new interests.
most Intelligent care.
Worth Remembering.
Test your cows for yield and butter-fa- t
See that there Is sufficient water in
Tou may be surprised to learn
the cooling system, and that your luwhile othbricating system Is working perfectly. that some are only loafers
With these rules ever in mind, for the ers are profitable workers.
first 2,000 miles, you will breaC your
When a cow becomes accustomed to
engine in and will prevent a scoring of
milked at a certain
cylinders, the bending of connecting being fed and
time she becomes restless and
rods and the grinding and overheating
when the hours are changed.
of bearings, etc.
"splke-armore-

of the cereuls do well planted
singly or in combination with rape,
Canadian peas and vetch. In certain
sections, where these crops will survive the winter, they can be sown the
previous full. In sections where it is
Impossible to maintain a stand over
winter, the crops mentioned cun be
sown In early spring as soon us the
ground Is fit.
The pigs should be turned in to pasture the cereal crops when the piunts
attain a height of about six to eight
Inches, and taken off when the piunts
reach such a height thut the pigs be- Any
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Windshield Cleaner.
A new device for cleaning the windshield of an automobile In a rainstorm
consists of a coil of resistance wire
hung in an oval frame close to the
glass and in front of the driver. The
electric current generated by the starting dynamo heats the wire, which in
turn beats and dries the oval space on
the windshield.

Patient at the Start
TVtn't trv to nick un from a standing
start to 30 miles an hour in 15 seo
Important "Don't"
'
Don't attempt to climb hills on high. onds.
Be

'

le

It costs more to produce clean milk
Ihan dirty milk. The difference In cost
is health insurance.
Running water storage is the most
deal of all methods of handling the
1alry products, and can be easily and
Cheaply arranged on almost every
farm.

It has been demonstrated that the
last milk draws from the cow's adder
is 600 per cent (six times) richer than
that drawn first ; hence the Importance
f
n, thorough milking.

a cheap green feed.
Grain for Hogs on Pasture.
While the cost of producing pork
mny be reduced by the use of green
feed, it is desirable to feed grain in
addition. There Is no time that grain
can be so profitably fed to a hog as
when he is young and running on pasture. Under such conditions it is pos
sible to secure 15 pounds of gain for
each bushel of grain fed. During the
spring, summer and early fall months
s
f
to
of a
from
full feed of grain will be sufficient for
hogs running on pasture.
three-fourth-

one-hal-

TREATING CUTS AND
INJURIES ON STOCK
Important That Farmer Should
Know How to Handle and
Dress Wounds on Animals.

,

(By L. S. BACKUS.)

First nid is most Important.

Quick healing leaves smaller scars.
Don't use dust or lime to stop bleed
ing.'
Bleeding that can be stopped with
powders will soon stop itself anyhow.
Frequent washing Irritates wounds,
prevents prompt healing, and may
Small concealed
cause proud flesh.
stab wounds, such as those from nails,
nre the most likely to cause death.
Find them and keep them clean and
well disinfected.
Swab out deep cuts with pure tincture of lodln as soon ns it can be secured and they will take care of themselves then if the normul pus discharge
is removed.
A
discharge from a
wound indicates an abscess pocket, a
bone injury, or the presence of a snag
or something else that Bhould not be
In the wound. Call a veterinarian.
As soon as bleeding has been
stopped, wash the wound with a pint
of warm water to which two teaspoon-ful- s
of crcolln, lysol, carbolic acid, or
some simllur disinfectant has beea
added.
A wound should be healed In about
three weeks. If It Is doing well the
swelling will gradually go down, and
the discharge will be odorless, thin,
and ijloody at first, and thicker and
whiter later.
Antitoxin will prevent lockjaw af
ter nnll or other puncture wounds. If
not so prevented, very few of the lockThe hard
jaw cuses ever recover.
crust lime forms over the surface of
a wound favors lockjaw by shutting
out the air.
Bleeding from a leg can always be
stopped by tying a small rope loosely
ubout the wound, then twisting It
with a stick or small rod. Tighten till
bleeding stops. Apply bandages nnd
remove the cord if possible. If bandages cannot be applied, prevent serious bleeding by pressing the fingers
aguinst the cut blood vessels until a
veterluuriun can be called.
d

Pigs in Rape Field.
gin to spit the chewed material from
their mouths. This is because the
percentage of crude liber, the indigestible part of the plant, increases
as the plants grow lurger. Green
wheat, outs, rye und barley are generally classified as carbonaceous
When young, however,
roughages.
these contain a high percentage of
protein, und should be classified as nitrogenous roughages in the early
stages of growth. Because the small
grains when young are so nutritious
und are green when frost has killed
clover, they ure Ideal plants to grow
for pigs during lute full und curly
spring.
Canadian Field Peas.
Canadian field peas, when sown in
conjunction with some other kind of
grain (oats, rye, etc.) make an excellent eurly crop for hogs. The seed
should be sown In April or early May,
und if conditions ure right the crop
will be ready to pasture In about thirty
or forty days. Hogs clean up the peas
and vines very well. The vines that
are left on the ground, together with
the manure, enrich the soil und add
more humus to it. The great value of
peas ns a pasture for swiue is fur too
little understood.
Hairy Vetch.
Hairy vetch is a legume of increasing importance, especially us u forage
for hogs. It flourishes to a surprising
degree in Washington, Oregon und the
southern states. The seed should be
sown in the full with rye or oats. October is the best month in which to
plunt this crop. When the winters arc
too severe, vetch is not generally
grown. It succeeds wherever Canadian field peas do well, but the field
peus are usually preferable.
Rape.
Rape as a forage crop is highly recommended for hogs whenever it can
be grown successfully. It should not
be planted in the fall of the year with
the expectation of its surviving the
winter. In most localities it is best
to sow rape in April or May. If there
is enough moisture in the soil to germinate the seed, it is generally ready
to pasture in about six weeks. When
pigs are put on rape, it generally
takes them some time before they ac
quire a taste for it. Young pigs do
not make as good use of rape pasture
as older ones. The hogs should not
rap-Idl- y

ATTENTION TO SOWS
BEFORE FARROWING
Animal Does

Best When Kept in

Healthy Condition Avoid
Heavy Corn Feeding.
The way a sow Is handled before
farrowing has much to do with the
value of her litter, according to the
University of Nebraska Agricultural
college.
The sow does best when she Is kept
In healthy condition, but is not allowed to become too fut. Heavy corn
feeding makes sows fut, nnd they are
not likely to produce large, healthy
pigs. For this reason, breeding stock
must be separated from fattening pigs
If best results are secured. Feeds
that produce bone nnd muscle are
best. Any one of the following rations, supplemented by alfalfa hay in
the rack, will give good results:
(1.) Corn, 1 part; shorts, 1 part
(2.) Corn, 5 parts; shorts, 3 parts;
oilmeal, 1 part. (3) Corn, 3 parts;
shorts, 4 parts; tankage, 1 part. (4)
Corn, 8 parts; tankage, 1 part. (5)
Corn, 1 part; ground oats, 1 part;
shorts, 1 part. (6) Ground barley, 1
jPart; ground oats, 1 part.

line them tip close together If de
cirod hut he sure to give each as much
during the day as possible.
in
Make
Mistake
Crowding sunlight
Poultrymen
The colony house is usually much
Into
Too Many Fowls
Large
more sanitary than the permanent
Houses Separate Pullets.
building. A little disinfecting and
nnd the work of cleaning il
spraying
of
on
the part
There Is a tendency
done.
birds
poultrymen to crowd too many
Into the large houses. Rather than do
Much Loss Preventable.
this divide the pullets and use the
Diseases of animals cause losses oi
colony houses. If the buildings need
a year In the United
$2B!,OUO,iiiio
repairing this can be done at little
States. Much of this loss Is prevent
expense.
More them up near the boose and able.

COLONY

HOUSE

IS SANITARY

THE BOY SCOUTS
county, would be appointed to fill his place as
county superintendent.
The Boy Scouts .of the Capital City who
Mr. Conway, as assistant superintendent,
would be a good thing for the state, as he have been distributing Christmas trees for the
would bring the rural schools of other coun- - past tew days are making themselves a use-tihas'
factor in the life of the city and gaining
up to the high standard to which he
re-brought those of this county. When we J experience which will be of untold value to
call the old mud hovels, tumble-dow- n
build- -, them in future yean,
In this city the boys are particularly for-- j
ings of every description, with leaky roofs and
minus floors, in which schools were conduct- - tunate in having in Mr. Connell a leader who
ed in many of the rural districts' of Santa Fe understands both the boys and their needs and
devotes an endless amount of time and
county, it seems absolutely unbelievable that'w
one man could bring order and system out of patience to their training.
And right at this time our attention is
such chaos. But Johnny did it. Just how we!
don.t know : but we do know that in everv called to the solution of one of the most dif
school district in this county there is a school ficilIt little questions with which mankind has
The Boy Scout movement
house with a good roof, a floor, stove and ha1 to contend.
an(1
similiar
organizations have done what re- seats, school hooks, and teachers trained and
forni
schools, corporal punishment and all the
capable, and best of all, the compulsory attend- -'
ance law has been enforced to the limit and stern parents in the world could never do.
every child of school age in every district in! T1,e Rov Sc0llt organization has taken the
the county is eettine: an education.
youngster and studied .him. It has found that
As stated, we would like to see Conway at a cei'tain age he is the most imaginative and
in the position of assistant superintendent.
It impressionable of God's creatures. Right at
would give him a broader field in which to tlie time of life whcn lie is budding into man-j'- J:
exercise his ability as an organizer of pubic ll00(1 aml growing into the dreamy adolescent
schools. It is stated that he will accept this S,?1K"-'- . lhc tendencies which are inherent in
?
. ...... .1 i ,.. I I...
.
....
1irnf Ir-- i
..-.'.t'.ii tin rnrn rirv tnrnvf in
... tli
iwmuuii, )i uvmilu iic js assured inai a man wiu
ui,vvi,v"'
T,lis period, say the psychologists, cor- c appointed as superintendent in
Santa Fe1
with him in carry-- 1 responds to a certain period in the develop- county who will
ing out the good work now in progress, but he' ment of tlie race WMcn romanticism and the-in the
will not give up that work if it is to be turned ,ove of ailvcture stood uppermost
And on the theory that the; J
,,lenover to a man incapable of keeping it in the!milK's
high state of efficiency to which be has now '"'"'vidual in his shorter span of life retraces'
,,ie history of the race, they have decided to
brought it.
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DO NOT WANT DE BACA

The people are entitled to have what they
want atid a man who attempts to frustrate the
people is an enemy of free government
Let us examine the attempt of the Santa
Fe New Mcxcan in regard to the governorship
muddle-anthat of the Record and see which
consistent
is the most
We have never made any attempt to pre-

j

vent Mr. de Baca from becoming governor,
liecause he received a majority of the votes at
the late election, and is clearly entitled to assume the office.
We have not asked him to return to New
Mexico and act as governor during the coming session of the legslature. lie could qualify as governor by taking the oath of office
where he is and sending it back here and causing it to be filed in the office of the Secretary
of State, just as well as though be were here

-

o
AS ADVERTISED

in the state.

What

we object to, and our objection

NOT

u.---

.l.lo
our, ciovwiiuic

1

!.

C

iuu iui

uie.

f

uurijusc oil

bettering the youngerster.
Instead of permitting him to run in
Boston crowds
Billy "gangs" and burrow into the earth and'afteri
S ,'iday was induced to travel to the hub of the fashion of Tom
Sawyer and every
':c ui :iv;rse ,!!: the center of culture to hold 'other
healthy kid who ever lived, make
:i' iwnal whirlwind revivals.
And now Bos-- 1 heroes of all the bad men in the world, andi
ti n is kicking.
Boston claims that Billy is not, live a thousand different parts from
pirate
what the people expected.
chief to everyday
giving
highwayman, during the
decided evidently when he went to course of his wild play, they have taken that
Boston that the usual hammer and
tong tactics pentup energy and started it off in the right
would not go very far with the people in the direction.
most highly educated city in the country. He
And the doubters are finding that bovs
put on "the soft pedal. He talked the kind really take to good ideas faster and better. than
of English that goes in drawing rooms and to the bad ones. And they are
finding that
many of the figures of speech which have in the kids who promised to become young
caused the less cultured to pound the sawdust bandits and to fill our penal institutions al-

is

j

0

identical with that of hundreds of people,
memliers of both parties, is the bold attempt
of the Santa Fe New Mexican, and the officials holding office under Gov. McDonald,
to continue McDonald in the office of governor, despite the fact that he was rejected by
the conventon of his party as a candidate for
governor and repudiated by the voters of the

AT THE TOY STORE WINDOW
By James J. Montague

There's a row of little faces every night out'
side the store
,
Where they never draw the curtains when the
'
watchman locks the door,
Eager, wistful little faces, looking at the heaps
of toys
That will bring a Merry Christmas to a host
of girls and boys.
Every night they stand there watching, tattered children, in a row,
Looking at the only Christmas hat they pos- J
sibly can know.
,

Look them over, Mr. Shopper, when you walk
downtown tonight,
Thin and hungry little children, borrowing a
brief delight,
From .the wonders of a Christmas which to
them is just a dream.
Just a swiftly passing vision of how happiness might seem.
And, perhaps, when you have seen them, you.
vvui uuiiL up

perambulating fashion plate ami
tries to figure out how far His
salary would go toward even
dressing a young person who
looks like an understudy to the
Queen of Sheba, it is no wonder
that he doesn't any more think of
setting up a wife than be does of
setting ud a vacht. Nor is he further inclined toward matrimony
by observing that the men he
knows who are married mostly
wear the furtive look of those
who are hounded by the bill
.

col-'ect-

Girls dress to attract the eye of
man and to please him, and in so
doing thev often as not defeat
their own ends, for even while
he admired the effect of the scen- erv. he is counting its cost and
deciding that i is not for him."
LEAGUE

As a. step in its campaign for
the submission of the proposed

statewide prohibition amendment,
tl.e New Mexico Anti-Sa- l.
on
organized a branci for
Bernalillo county yesterday afternoon at the Y.- - M. C. A. The
league plans to organize branches in everv county.
Organizations alreadv have been effected
in Santa. Fe, Curry and Roosevelt counties, besides Bernalillo
county.
With the submission of the pro- 2 nosed amendment
the league s
work will he onlv partly finished.
fter the legislature submits the
e

For they sadly need somebody who knows how
to plead their cause.
. .. .
.
. .
,
ccanta
iiaus nas swarms 01 cnildren on his
Christmas calling list,
But he'll add a few names to it if you see him
and insist.
.county branches, like 'that orga- t :ni7C(l
here vpstprdnv
will take
the
bid
man
a
out
he'll
be
to
little,
Help
glad
narl in this campaign.
add your mite
The officers of the Bernalillo
To the fund that he's investing in the spread- fj branch, elected yesterday, are:
President M. h. Hickey.
ing of delight.
Secretary Pitt Ross.
And these little, wistful children will be grateTreasurer C. E. Nicholson.
R. E. Farlev, superintendent of
ful all the ye,ar
the
league; the Rev.
For their share, so long denied them, of the
E. D. Ralev of Phoenix, Ariz
blessed' Christmas cheer.
J A. B. Stroo and the Rev. J. W.

STZZinZ

Anti-saloo-

.

.

ANTI-SALOO-

oama vicius,

n

,

spoke at the meeting. Thi
meeting was well attended Aljbttquerque Journal.

M'-M- -
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THE FEDERAL FARM LOAN quired to buy stock in the local
association equal to five per cent HONOR AND THE DOLLAR.
of
his loan, which is to be held
at
are
Many
present
questions
for
lieutenant
state as a candidate
governor.
T have novor hern in favnr
asked in regard to the Fe- by the local association as Collat- .eing
said
On November ;th, last, the people
deral Farm Loan Act and the eral until the farmer pays off his '.war. and have always admil
Federal Farm Loan Board has debt. Then the monev is return- - President Wilson for keeping us
by their votes that they wanted Mr. de Baca
given out the following informa- ed to him. and the farmer may out of a war which it would have
for their governor for two years beginning
tion, which should be of interest use it as the last payment of his been impossible for us to have
'
(,ebt- January 1st, 1917; and in case he was incapas-itateto the farmers of the state:
butted into, but when I read the
askduOne
main
the
of
The board will establish the'nress of the nast few weeks I
or otherwise unable to perform the
questions
ed is "How do farmers go about twelve federal farm loan ba"k sometimes lose mv head.
From
ties of the office of governor, that they desirit to borrow from the Federal districts, establish
the best accounts I can gather it
the
trail were cut out.
banks,
before
most
reached
were
they
manhood,
ed to have Mr. Lindsay act in his stead.
'and banks?
name the first set of directors, seems to me that when a fourth
But Boston does not like it. Boston had "lwd merely because
they were not given the
This is in accord with the provisions of
The farmer must apply for supervise the bond issue and is class power insults our fhg we
cad of Sunday and his strenuous methods' proper chances to
in the nearest na responsible for the general con- - accent a fIinpant anologv; if our
permit the passage of their membership
It is the ligitimate, definitethe constitution.
loan
tional
association. In duct of the entire Federal Farm "itizens are wrongfully imnrison- farm
of turning sinners from their
had!
active little brains and hands,
ways. It
ill ,ed we wait until they are starved.
ly expressed will of the people.
ithe event there is no farm loan Loan system. These, baks
'
been press agented
with stories of Billy's
Tlie Boy Scouts organizations
in this assocation within easy reach, be be located wth a view to serving sJiot or nensh of blank desnair
Now the Santa Fe New Mexican holds up
somewhat shocking manner of reminding sin-- : section of the country are
the farmjiri dungeons so foul that a' hog
doing wonders. should find ten or more, farmers most advantageously
its hands in Holy Horror because the republifarmers in hisjloan needs of the nation, and would die therein of a broken
iters that they had fallen from grace rtnd Travel to any of the camps and watch these or prospective
then h'imblv ask r.eris- communitv who wish to borrow, iach bank will start with a
cans insist that the will of the people shall prewanted to see him when he was at his best. youngsters drill. Find what
stock
sion
tal
to
of
can
in
do
form
national
and
and
them
with
a
investigate,
they
$70.000.
report that
gets
vail, and Mr. de Baca take his office.
And Boston evidently thinks that Billy is at the line of woodcraft and the hnndrpd nttipr farm loan association.
.additional money for lending bv thev are ned, and feel tha we
Its editor was the first person in the en- his best when he is
These ten or more farmers "tomatic increases in its canitaii have disbarred our dutv. and g
at his worst.
useful things which every good Scout must
tire state to suggest that Mr. de Baca should
should mnU-- nnnlieatinn in writ. Stock, and by the Sale of bonds. to fathering in the dollars.
The expurgated edition does not please, learn.
And Whv?
ing to the federal land bank for he stork ,s n,aced on sa?e and if
not qualify for his office as required by law.
X)nhhc "ocs not b"V ,f the
It is
tne
this nation is do
do
business.
You will be surprised.
to
a
according to an editorial in a paper a few
charater
The
The only comNoW let us see the motive behind this
takes it at the end of minated bv the dollar is in the
eminent
in
Washloan
hoard
farm
days ago. They wanted Billy with all the plaint is that some man did not find it out
.:..
....,.,..,
hands of those who have no idea
r.
r.,.. t..rr. :..
will furnish blanks for that time.
shocks and jolts he carries in his somewhat before. No boy who ever lived was "Bad". ington
of
honor unless it will vield them
that
more
The
or
ten
purpose.
member of t lie Hoard of Penitentiary C.om- -i .
twelve
A
CATCHING
HUSBAND
per rent, no use for paasfarmers
articles
must sign
of
Thev did not want any Given the right influences and the chance he
Husky vocabulary.
.
.' .
r.
..
triotism unless it can be made to
missioners, ny virtue 01 npf (ointment ny iiov. rhetorical debater
swear
10
mem,
and
isociiiuon,
arguinjj with them. Thev will develop as you never dreamed. At last Uvard tncm t0 the Federal land! Dorothy Dix, in the San Fran- - na .
McDonald; Mr. T. B. MeManus, a close friend wanted him
to come in with his usual slam the world is coming to understand its future ibank.
The federal land bank ciseo examiner, of Sunday, Dec.
of this editor, is SnjH'rintendent of the PeniCOMING TO SANTA FE.
gives a few suggestions as to
bang tactics and knocks the spots out of sin men. And remember this These who are get- will then send its appraiser to
nsnect the security, and if satis- - how the voting ladies of the na
tentiary ; all of the appointees of Gov. Mc- of all kinds and sizes.
Guv F. Mason the Y. M. C
ting the benefit of this disciplinary training fnnirrT tlir Irvine urill 1if oitfVinf tion niip-h- t cati-- a husband And
Donald have. Ikvh instructed by their chief to
Which would make us think that a man are ofoiii"- - to
will come to a
here
the
few
thinp-- - shei'a
wlmn
of
evangelist,
are
rrmntoil
mnn I im
ti.o.v
k
ip:1
flip
. ,v
- - be letter
'
11
i.
M.
S
,
r
1,1 lie
.
it
iijmi
assist the Santa Fe New Mexican with their
wecKs h, , umary
the association.- - The bank then said:
should run true to form., Tn other words de- ever could have been. The
Scout
Boy
orga- advances the
"Perhaps these earnest seekers 1,e ls particularly effective 111 his
printing and patronage.
money through the
liver the goods as advertised.
is pro nizations, the Y. M. C. A., the games of secretary-treasure- r
Sunday
for
of.1.- T7.. - r'
the
.1
local
light on the reason whv men anneal to men and comes unrtn
.i
ri niio 11 it- oilier genueiiien ,inl,,y a clever man even
iov. vMeio
of Secretary
more particularly irercommendation
of- - marrv. and
when he acts reserved, football, baseball and in fact every healthy association, .who is. . a bonded
T I Pncn Vnnnrr IVln
.
.
r
t Tin tr rt f
now holding ofhe under the present
cover-- !
-r
'
,
(i
the application signed w.iv jmey uon t marry, mav
1,,
t,iat IS
t the reason for his success, snort which awaW" in 1,; 0
. ..
He will
"
01c
nrtru ,,,cf ri, : a e earn ot information in t ip " Tirir.tian association.
nor know that as long as Gov. McDonald re- - r,,
lr,rrr,,.,pro
' "e present day American has to be
hold forth if the First Presby- .
knocked desire to exce.ll is worth a whole lot to thistle how much money he desires storv f M'ss Clara Bischoff.
will be' ,
mains in office their present positions
'
cnurcn.
urian
Miss
recalbe
Bishoff. it will
""'I kicked before he awakens to any world.
and must list the value of the
.
sect-re,n or'!e.r to clear the wav for
None of them want Mr. dc Baca to
an- the
woman
who
be
'and
's
used
to
as
Full
security.
voting
.consideration of religious affairs. That is
'
.
0
f the ChPstr.-instructions for organization are nouneed, in the cohurns of the m- - '' r''1!0"
return to the state previous to adiournment ...1...
..
.
.. .1
i
u......v il l iiir'r. irpcrii,i u
.n...
State
,
,
Senator
II. B. Holt, of Las Cruces. 'contained in circulars I and 2, pers that, finding herself unable lav- - whrh resembles Lis Pa- 1111,1111 ii.is cione so muci
wmjiii.
of the legislature, because if he should re
The First Chnstm.w
,
.
1.
to support hfrself and her
AtiI ,,.1,
-- " '
...a .,. u,e m,u, wnose nat.
....vi
1
miui nc Leases 10 ne strenuous "
,
; J "J"'"
.1
,
'tores
the
Church of the Holv
at
nas,""""
main away these office holders under Gov, be will cease
i
.
v.n .iun3, nn. na
io"ii io me leueiai iian ur ine
to carry the punch which distin been plucked off by his friends and tossed in
the Presbyterian bundav
'lecided
to
the
transfer
to
Federal
Loan
Board
Farm
at
aha,tn;
job
Know
tnev
mat
Mcuonaid
would remain in ruisiies him from
today announced its ocle- his fellows with the mas to the politiail ring for a 1918 nomination. Washington.
.husband and that she would mar-,scntheir present positions for two years more.
man
rV
r
ses.
resnectanie
anY
u.u, -i- v.
The Las Cruces republicans, who
WI10"
No farmi-- nmv borrow mnro
usually get
December 24.
would give them a good home.
Mr. dc Baca has the reputation of think
inCc tv,o
c,n
ti,on
r
tir.
what thev go after, have decided that
they and no national farm loan asso--'
?ow' M.ss B,shff ,was adm,t-ciatio- n
ing for himself and of being his own boss.
THE BIGGEST METAL COUNTY
She is only
want Holt in the U. S. Senate. As
tedlv penniless
FEED AMERICA FIRST
have
with
mav
less
start
than
they
Now this thinking for ones self is not to
1- o
jdmanlv good looking, and any
in loans.
selected a man who is qualified and able to fill
Seizure by the city of all foodman . taking her for a wife was
the liking of these office holders and newspaThe continued development of new
Only farmers and prospective
the position and one whose republicanism can
mother-in-lastuffs and coal declared to be
thrown
.
.
have
been
farmers
who
who intend to
pers
mines and the increased
enjoying the public pap
locked up here by speculators wa
;th he ba
output of old ones be depended upon, they have a first class and for their own use purchase
' hich
can
hence they do not want Mr. de Baca to come n Grant
demanded
bv a delegaton of soh
nera
county, promise to make tharthe lar- chance to make a winning.
the national farm loan assocation i
.: r.tl
a
cialists whih called today on maback or to take the office as governor until af- gest
.
.
benas
the government wants to
x ... v
producer of metallic wealth in these
o
yor Mitchell. " Establishment of
efit the actual farmer, not the
ter all danger of their removal by him, ' by United States in the near future.
municipal
markets, free lunches
One of the hot-beThe output
"
'of the democratic land lord or speculator. Limiting
his appointment of other men to ther places is of the Chino
for school children, federal and
will
company
approximate twen- spoils system, and consequent inefficiency, is the size of the loan to $10,00 pre- aic ctiir vvucic
state prosecutions of "food pi
cic cai ill, Willi rates
vents the use of this act for the :
past
ty five million dollars worth of copper this the government printing office.
t
and famine manufacturt
1IUUIS
Ul
a(JU-Although purpose of land monoply.
- Hit
This newspaper which prior to the electon vear at the present
thmn ers" and elimination of the mid
vniino. wmTlan
prices. The output of this that establishment has been working at the job
The percentage of the value than five hundred proposals of dleman, with a sale of commodi
threw spasms every dav alwut the rights of company is to be increased.
The Phelns-r- j ever since the adjournment of the last session 'of the security that may be bor-- marriage,
ties to the people at cost were
the people is now thinking only of some way,
rowed is titty per cent ot the val- -.
ige company which is now preparing for of congress three months ago, the
did so many men wish to some of the other demands. Tohn
Why
congresne of the land and twenty per
plan, or scheme, by Which the wishes of the a population of 20.000 at their new
arry a ?iri whom thev had never D. Cannon, of the Western Fed- Tyrone sional record of the proceedings of that ses- cent of the value of the perma- - cPpr,
eration of Miners. on of the del- -aA nt ,nrm
be
people may
frustrated, and their own Ex- - amp. expects to produce slightly more
bor- - nothintr
copper sion is still incomplete,' and the volumes will 'nent improvements.
,Thf
she told eeation's leaders, told the mavor
what
except
Gov. and other satilites. be continued in office than the Chino
company, when they get under not be available until the present session 1S rower must pav for the abstract abot herself? The onlv expla- - the Socialists' slogan was. "Feed
of title, but it costs nothing to nation can be found in the fact 'America First, and do what you
tinder their own benevolent, though discredit
x
Then there are three or four small
.
have the titles examined.
pro- well advanced.
jwill with the rest of the count- ;that she declared
,
ed, chief, "the Gov."
ducers, some of them capable of
The loan muv rt n from five to: fa) That' she was a first-clas- s
great increase
jry's proAict." N. Y. World,
'
and a number of
the
the
of
at
cook.
option
'orty
years
The man who continually knocks his
prospecting ard' developing
COPJWAY INVITFD TO STATE JOB
Be a big brother to some
(b) That she preferred house- are at work. Nbr is this all the home town is generally the one who does the borrower, and may be paid off at
fellow this Christmas makinir
any interest paying date after work to any other occupation.
-- old.
yiiver. lead and other mineral production 'east for it and receives his all from it. And five years have run. The rate of
We would like to see John Vincent
fc) That she would guarantee his heart elad with a present that
ta'-eon new life and begun to
the loans is cteterrnin to keeps her Ihusband s bottons will be of some-valto him.
in the office of assistent superintendent '"s
grow, so he is most" purely the one who receives the least jVj
v. iai- - v.
ci
acwcu jh ctuu ma smits mciiucu.
in
j ncic aic inaiiy. lime icii'ws in
hit
taken
a gross output of se'v-- respect from the rest of the people of the 'he bonds will sell.' viz: Ifvrttiu
of public instruction, recently tendered him bv
the: fd) That she was thrifty and, New Mexico who will not have a
ty-five
trillion dollars worth of metals is not town. If a town is worth living in it is worth tfionds sell at four per cent, the would save his money.
nperintendent elect. J. H. Wagner, if we were
((Thristmas tree at their home, but
fe) That she liked to stay at their little hearts win txat wttl
assured that a man, capable of carrying out m extravagant estimate, if copper continues boosting. To give it a knock is to insult your rate on.money loaned to tarmers
can not be over five per cent
home.
(the same delieht as your own if
hit splendid work in the schools of Santa Fe it is present price, for Grant county next year. own intelligence.
man looks at a you be a Santa Claus to him. ;
When a
A farmer who borrows is re--j
IV-ll-
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State f New
regulations of
Commissioner
at Public Sale

STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
FOR PUBUCATION
PUBLIC LAND SALE

NOTICE

IIE17 MEXICO NEWS REVIEW
From Special Reports and State Papers

SOCORRO

Record Snick Trip
B. E. Fincher tnd G. C More arrived in( this city yesterday frra Los
S
OTERO
Angeles, Calif., traveling in a 1917
model Buick-- 4 on their way to Dal
Need New High School
las, Texas. They1 made the entire trip
It
u sug-ofrom Los Angeles to this c:ty with- - Alamogordo, Dec.
hours Vested and a movement is now on
a mishap in just fifty-tw- o
School
They made an average of twenty- - foot to build a new High tMc
two miles to the gallon of gasoline building here to provide for
260 mites to a quart of oil. This creasing number of pupils. The o'd
is one of the most remarkable trios building has been used for a number
ever made by an auto worn Calif- - of years and additional room s necu;
ed. A building in keeping with the
ornia here. Roswell Record.
prowth of the town shouM be
DONA ANA
14.---

ut

in-a-

Plenty of Oil Excitement
Uo to the Drescnt time around
about thirtv thousand acres of oil
locations have been recorded at the
office of the county clerk. There is
no sign of any decreasing interest :n
the oil fields and people are coming
in from other sections t,o make loca- -

Fiftb. Car of Sugar BeeU ....
The fifth carload of suear beets
fiown on the test patches of the
Msi'la vally this sason has iust been
skipped to the factory of the Holly
Sugar company tt Swink, Colo. The
showing that has been made has been
most satisfactory: according to the
statement of W. B. Mandeville, locm
snanager for the company. The yield
and sugar content of the beets both
rnmnare verv favorable with those of

tions.
Several partres are making a busi- ness of location claims at $2.50 per
and this price may be cut if the com- nefition irets ton strong.
Af ill. nr'GPnt tiino A In ir,nrrAt
can boast of more millionaries than
any other town in the country and
no other phce affords such opporfin-Fo- rt
ity to bcome a Croesus. All that is
necessary is to go out about IS miles
from town pt! take out a claim.
Alamogordo News.

CftlrtraAn

The best record made by any of the
experimental growers this year was

made hv E. C. Stopp, who lives below
Filmore. Mr. Stopp produced a
little more than nineteen and a quar- ter tons of beets per acre, with an
average sugar content of IS per cent.
This is better than the tonnage and
sugar content showing of Colorado by
a wide margin.
A;oarently the Holly Snfrar Com-- ;
pany is thoroughly sttisfied as to the
results of its experiments. It is re- orted there now remains nothing
but the approval of the company be- for. theSleal for the factory sit is
closed. The abstract has been sent to
Colorado and probably will be pass- ed on before much more time elapses.
Las cruces citizen.

TORRAWCE
Bank For Mountainair
Special to State Record,
Mountainair, N. M. Dec. 18. The
d
bank of Mountainair is
to become a reality by the first of the
war or soon thereafter. The last of j
"e
necessary
capita siock
has been subscribed
and application
has been filed with the state banking
denartment for a charter.
H. F. Mathews, of the foothill
country in the northwestern Dart of
the county, has been the prime mover
in the matter, and he will be the prin- cipal stockholder in the new
tution. He has been a resident of the
county, for several years and is one
of the most successsful famers in this
part of the state. He comes from a
fami'v of bankers, having two broth- ers who are successful bankers in
neighboring states. J. N. Burton,
'ently manager of the Estancia Lum-f.- v
ber company will bi cashier of the
"w l ank. Hror to cominir to the
Estancia vaHey he was connected
with a bank at Corn"s Chr'sti. Texs,
'or six years, so that he brings experience a'ong with his reputation
for honestv and upright dealings.
The stockholders are local men
nen who have-- helped largely in
building up Mountainair and surrounding country.
lone-neede-

GUADALUPE
Mora School Bonds
At the last meeting of th board of
it was decided to call an
election for the first week in January
to vftc bonds in the sum of
$32,S00 for the purpose of building a
new school house.
It was also ordered that a two- room school house be constructed in
Ft. Summer, same to be paid
of a special tax comnison.

st

ft

LINCOLN
Making

Improvement

Extensive improvements are beinc
made this week in the Johnson
Brothers garage, heavy shelvng being placed in their stocV room, and
office furniture bing shifted in or- -

A
jtiveness for tourists that could pos- GREAT SUCCESS AT THE BIG 'sibly have been conceived. The
DIEGO WORLD'S FAIR hibit was constructed almost
en- Itirelv by New Mexican labor sent
to California for the purpose. It
(Continued from page one)
under the management of Fred
Many Other. Helped.
Harvey, to whom, and to whose
The work on the Woman's Board mnpnrer, Mr. Hermann Schweitzer,
of Auxiliary Managers, with Mrs. W. the Board of Exposition Managers,
J. Fugate as president, and Mrs. makes acknow'edcrement of ohlipa-Rupe- rt
F. Asplund as secretary, the tions for many pieces of handiwork
models of historic landmarks by J. in the form of blankets and serapes
the magn:ficent min- - wh'ch were hung in the New Mexico
Percy Adams,
,
scientifically arranged Birlding by way of adornment and
and catalogued by President F. A. which constiti-ta part of our most
jones o: ine scnooi ot Mtnes, wno unique furnishings
was jninic:u jiimsiik!, c iiiiiiurtsiuiicr.
Governor McDonald Boosted.
are dwe't upon in detail in fhe r
port. The fact that the chairman
The
iiipheM
salary
paid a ,
of the Board secured from the
Santa Fe free transportation for ex employe was $100 a month although
.
,!
cin
similar canaciues at
cniuiuyes
j t
t,u,r Ji"
a great saving. "Too much credit",
is mode
Acknowledgment
he says, "Cannot be given the ex- ana sup- for
utive officers of the
Board by Governor Mc- this and other concessions liiade the E?rt ' theGovernor-ElecE. C. De
t
Board of Managers in their efforts Donald,
Miss
Claude Albright,
Miss
to give public'tv to the many at- Baca,
t,
Miss
Sarame
Reynolds and
tractive possibilities of the State." manv others.. More than
five thousForest Service Exhibit.
and New Mexicans registered at the
The exhibit by the Forest Service Buiklinc. "No matter how often one
"A mnre would visit the building new beaucomes in for hiirh
beautiful or instructive display was ties were constantly in evidence."
. t
.i
a Further: "The impression which the
ll"l n.'Uiiu Hi ciliiiri ca ;u'u'iff "
''"d was instamaneous and
what is noteworthy,
the United pbrvcr
favorable." "CalStates government maintained it at ! was more than no
more publicity
on!''1
got
ifs own expense.
our state.
We made an
than
Honors.
JrVinner Of High
impression upon the architectural
cr
iiMructive
interests of the
is told. The ?"''
This anrl mnrh mo
I'nihrl Stairs which wi" cnstifft
;,:
u:i.
ico from the very day of oneninp;
colon-aarchitecture."
of jroM medals jniiu-ricato the awardin
,d
that
.1S of the opinion
and the other prizes'by "a itirv con- -' TIl
to
wort m part, at least, curing
n
of
cf tb
all experts. procttraM- -. hv the Rx. the past thtce years, may he attnl:t-pos:tio- n
'? NeWi M'.c.n rV
a.'thprit:cs." a'1 covered New ed
cTe5
J1" thousand additional
Mexico and its peot.le with K10rv. mV
The
afJK)n. of !he
fa"',5
N" other state received so mmv
ensl:.t.ve assemhly in making. A
riirts. was so much to the fore every
5iv n twa vears as this common.,"1" apprupriatpn of $30,000 for the..
constt uction of the new state mu- wealth
bu.'.'ding, coupled with the do-- !
Museum.
From
nation of a s;milar amount hv fits- -j
Inspiration
N

j

ias

exh-'bit-

er-n-

Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) reward
will be paid to anyone furnishing information
leading to the discovery of the body of Clyde
D. Armour, who was probably murdered
on Monday, the 23rd day of October, 1916.
Clyde D. Armour and a companion, who went
under the name of E. W. Blancett, were driving from Las Vegas to Santa Fe, in a
nearly new Oldsmobile automobile.
The car had baggage rack, skeleton
iron frame on left side of running board and
a white canvass cover extending from front
seat covering back of car.
When the auto
left Las Vegas both young men were
in the car and when it arrived at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, E. W. Blancett (companion)
was alone and assumed the name of Clyde D.
Armour, registered at the Montezuma hotel
as such and had all the papers and baggage of
Clyde D. Armour.
An old Mexican man says he saw this auto
pass on tJn.- road going to Santa Fe on above
date about a mile above Canoncito about 4 o'- clock in the afternoon, only one man in car,
who was driving recklessly and fast and acting in a strange manner.
Clyde D. Armour
has never been seen alive since leaving Las
Vegas and was unquestionally murdered by
E. W. Blancett, his companion, who stole his
car, money and effects. The body will no doubt
be found near the road, in an arroyo, or the
rocks, or covered with brush, or possibly bur-iebut doubtful, as deed was committed in
short time. The description of Clyde D. Armour, the murdered young man, is as follows:
d,

Five feet eleven inches tall, medium
build, weight about 165 lbs., blue eyes,
brown hair, age 32 years, face rather slender, prominent nose, features otherwise
regular, long slender hands, probably
wore flannel shirt, union suit underwear
and button shoes.

v

THE BOARD MADE

Ga-ret-

.

pra-'se-

-- 1111

f

$500 REWARD

der to make room for the stock of
automobile accessories, tires, oils and
other commodities handled by this
enterprising firm. Carrizozo Outlook

CHAVES

E. W. Blancett, his companion, who undoubtedly committed the murder, is described
as follows:
,

About five feet eight or nine inches tall,
medium stout build, weight about 145 lbs.,
to 160 lbs., blue eyes, sandy or light
colored hair, age about 25 years, face
round and rather full and florid complexion, had gold tooth in front on upper
jaw, inclined to be boastful and talkative.

v,

;. "s,""s

An additional reward of Five Hundred
Dollars ($540.00) will be paid for information leading to the arrest of person described
as E. W. Blancett who was in Denver prior to
Oct, 20, 1916.
Notify MELVIN T.' DUNLAVY, of
Santa Fe, New Mexico, of any information.
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Tbo Painted Doaart.
t nroper to ny that the
Painted Desert exhibit of the Santa
F- w. In Ie1f. in .trie
ncrete, the most efective advertisement of New Mexico and its attrac- 'e
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servations and terms as mar be required

Office nf i he Conimissinnt-- of Tulilic Lands, by law.
The
S;mia IV, .Ww Mexico, December 16,
Commiinrr of Public Lands of
'ew Mexico, or Win ager.t holding such
is ht Tt by piven
that pursuant
Notice
f Congress j .tle, rr serves
the rip fit to reject any and
to the provisions of an Act
the laws of the .ill bids offered at said sale.
Possession
.lune Jft,
;ipprord
State of New Mexico, and the rules and under contracts of sale fnr the above
the crihed tracts will be piven on or before
t inns of the St rite Land Office,
will offer jOctttber
Lands
.f Vnblic
1st, P17.
t.mmisiion-- r
seal
bidder at If) Witness my hand and the offji-ja- !
at I'ublic S.tb' to the
thLand Office this 16th day of
State
A.
?0ih,of
M., on Tues.tay, March
o'clock,
of Albuquerque,
1''17, in the town
County N'ovmber, A. T)., 1J16.
KORT. P. F.RVIF.N
of
State nf New Mexico, in front
Commissionfr of Public Lands.
the following.
d the cimrt b'uie
l
Stnte of New Mexico.
s
ot
tr.net
r.lie
trtni, viz:
Fir it Publication Nov. 17, llrt,
N. 5.1.1, W'.,NK!. XF.14WV54 acn-s- . Last
Publication
'1. T. 10., H
L0
Jan,
19,,,l'i7.
4'.., Ciiit.iining
Th'-rl.tii'l.
nn thi
rirc nn tniprTvmfnts
Salr N'i. 5.11, SKSKJi Sec. 2H, T ION., R.
P0
!K.
Tlx re aie no
acres.
containiiiK
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
n thin land.
.Sale

T.

N...
HlV.,

EDWARDS & M'FIE
Santa Fa, Nuevo Mexico.

M'FIE,

Abogados an ley
Oficina
En la esquina da las Avenidas
Palaca y Washington.

NOTICE

5.15,

R.

Cirugia y
Enfermedades da
Senoras.

ROBT.

Commis-iirme-

r

P. TRAIKN

of Public Lands.
State of New Mexico.

Firt Publication Dec. 22, 1)..
Last r.b.t cation March 2. 1917.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
FOR PUBLICATION
PUBLIC LAND SALE

TAOS

COUNTY.

FOR PUBLICATION

rUBI.IC LAND SALE

M. DIAZ

DR. J,

,

SVjiNW!4. W'W'H Sc.
120 icrcn.
4K.t enntainins
Tin rr arc no imwovements rn this lain).
V ich
of the aliove described tracts will
ht offered separately.
No hid on the ahove described tracts of
Ir.nd will be accrrted for less than Three
Dollars (f.i.OO) per acre, which is the ap
praised value thereof.
The above sal of lands will be subject
to the following terms and conditions, vis:
The successful bidder must pay to the
Commissioner nf Public Lands, or his a (tent
h of the price
holding such sale, one-teoffered by him lor the land; 4 per cent
interest in advance for the balance of such
purchase price; the fees for advertising
and appraisement and all costs inciden
tal to the sale herein, and each and all
of said amounts, must be deposited ist
cash or certified exchange at the time of
sale, and which said amounts and all of
them are subject to forfeiture to the Mate
of New Mexico if the successful bidder docs
not execute a contract within thirty days
after it has been mailed to him by the
State Land Office, said contract to pmrii
for t He pay men t of t he bal anec of t he
purchase price of said tract of land tn
thirty equal, annual payments, with inter
est on all deferred payments at the rate
of four per cent per annum, in advance,
payments and interest due on October 1st
of each year, and such other con lit ions,
obligation, reservations and terms as may
he reUied by law.
fhe Ctnm.ijisioner of Public Lands of New
Mexico, cr his a (rent holding such sale,
reserve?, the rieht to reiret any and all
hit! offered at said sale. Possession inder
eon'rtcts Ioi sale for the abrwe described
wi
be (riven within thirty days
trarts
'r-- i
d&ie of salr.
th- - official
Witness my han-- i an-if th- - S'ate Land O'fice this 16th day
! IJfcembfr, A. !.. rifx
r

NOTICE

,

Sc. 7, Vyi Sec. S, T. N., R. UE,P All of
Sect. 3, 4, 5, EX Sec. 6, FM&A Sec. 7, All
of S'ct. 8, 9, 10, W4 Sec. 14, All of Seca. 15,
16,
EKWX Sec. 17, EX, EXWX Sec.
r). All of Srci. 21, 22, WX Sec. 23 WH,
SWHNEM, SXSEJsj, NWMSEM Sec. 36. WJ4,
SEJ4 Sec. 27, All of Sec. 28, NX. SEX RcEX S"C 32, All of Sec. 33, NX, SWX
Src. 34, All of Sec. 35, T. 30V., R. 12E.,
Lota 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6. SWXNWX. SW.
S'SEX SfC 27. S' Sec. 2H, SXNX, SX

v

t.,,

alto delmercado

Santa Fe Iron and Metal Yard Co.,
347 North Water Street

DR. KIK3

Avsa.
All of Sera. 3?, 33, 34, T. .UN., R. 12K,
All of Sees. 1J, M, ii, Nj, SLJ4, 31,
20 716.75
no
There
are
acren,
rnntaininpr
NJMWJ, SWJ4SWW Sec. ii, All Ol dec.
imnrovementa on this land.
T.
K. 11W.,
NW4, tJSW4, SWX
No bids on the above described tracta ol
SVi Sec. 1, nil ol Seen. I, Ii. A, 3, 6, V, land wilt
be accepted for leaa than Three
10,
11,
13, 14)
17,
21,
U,
15,
lo,
M,
U'tiiars
arre, wnicn is tne apT. SS., H.
29,
11W., coniaining 20,452.78 praised (H.'ii)
value thereof.
CATRON & CATRON
Tile improvements on tile above
acres.
The above stile of lands will be mtbjTt
ucsenbed tract ot lanu consist of cabins, n the fnllowinir terms and conditionn. viz:
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAand
letic.
wells,
windmills,
corrals,
tanks,
The mirpessful
bi'Mor mint nav In the
int. value $11,250.
of Public lan-U- ,
nr his aijfnt T, B. CATRON
Sale No. 5J,
Sec. 17, T. 5$., K.
anch aale. one-fntof the pnre
2k.., coniaining bu acres. '1 lie improvements iffrrrd by him fnr the land: 4
REED HOIXOMAM
per cent
on the above) described tract of land con- interest in
for the balance of aurh
advance
CATRON
sist ol power plant, value $2,41X1.
nurrh.'ise
fees
for
the
price;
advertising
Sale No. 5J, WjNr.4, ScMN'WM.
NKW
iriri.ien-n- l
nd appraisement and all cost
F. J. LA VAN
SWU, KWHScM Secf 1, T. 2N., K. 18W
to the nale herein, and each and all
f Raid
containing 4JIU1 acres. Tlierc are no
mutt be deposited in A. H. CLANCY,
amiiints,
on the above described tract cash or certified eachance at the time of
of laud.
and which said anmnn' i and all nf Notary Public
Sale No. 539, All of Sec. 16, W!4 Sec. 21,
ar.. unhirct M forfeiture to the Malt' q
.
v4
K. 14W.. All of Sec. of Nrw Mexico if the sure-fitfuw
W'A Sec. 28. T. 3N
sava
bidder do"
Jo, T. 4N, R. 15VV, SKSh.)
Sec. b, E;, n
a rnn'r
rxcili
bee. 8, All fvr il has hern mailed to him
Wi ,hec. 7, WWWfj,
the
of fvc. 17, Sk-Sec. V), All of Sees, id, .Stale Land Office, said contract to by
proyide
All olif.r the nivmrnl
Sec.
J8, b'j, SWK, NWXSKK
,
nf .1,- - lolanee
Sec. li,
htc. 30, Nyi Sec. 33, Ni,
reh.if rnYf of said tract of land ir HARRY S. BOWMAN
T. MN., K. 16W.,
Sec. 3, All of Sec. d,irt y equal, nnnunl payments, with inter
Bee. e, l.ols l, A. t on all deferred payments at (he rate
i, ay, nee. 3,
ATTORNEY AT LAW
or.
.
Bta Bee. 18, All ol sec. M four per cent per annum, in advance
n n,
and in'"ret
l', T. IS., R. 17W., S',SWt Sec. 5, . All
i.i
of Sec. 7, NEJ4 Sec. 8, SKJ4 Sec. 12, All ol of each year, and auch other conditions,
Laughlin Building
a y4 Bee. it, luteal i"tis. reservations and terms as may
Bees, go, n, i3, io,
Bee--,
i c4 Bee. J'', .mi i.e riijmred
New Mexfiav
Santa Fa
y law.
Bi.74,
io,
.
'oi.imi-ioneT
N-r
of Sees.e.;jBy4
;afel
22.
21.
23.
Sec.
NSl-JO,
of Pe1,i:,T'le f
.m.lq nf
!of Sec. 24, NX, Sec. 27,
Sec. 28, T. 3N., "exico. rr his airenl hol.linit
sueh sale.
K. 18VV.,
NViM-'iSec. 0, K'i Sec. in, ay, rrservri the neht to reieetanT and all
Sec. 11, K',, K'iKWH Sec. 12, T. 3N., K. iln-'off, ro tl said sale. Possession i.n.ier A. B. RENEHAN
VAX.,
containing 17,629.57 acres. The lm- eontt.'ets III nf sale for the ahove deVnhed
he eiven within thirty days
provements on the altovc ileserihed traet
of land are corrals, five wells anil windfrm i'a1e of sale.
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Winxss my hand and the official seal
mills, tanks, troughs, pumps, and fencing,
of the Stale Land Office this eleventh da
value
-A. P., 1916.
Sale No. 540, All of Sec. 2, Lots 1, 3, 4,
December,
Capital City Bank Builadiftg
All ol!
ROUT. P. KRVIEN
SIS
Sec.
3,
SKMNEfe', 'SfciNWtf,
Naw Umxim:
Santa F
Sees. 4, 5, 6, 8,
Commissioner of Puhlic Lands,
y W,E,, SESE See.,
State nf New Mexico.
), N'!4, my,, LviSWH
SWSW'ii Sec. 10, ''"'-D-c.
22. IU.
All of Sec. 16, T. 7S., R. 7E., containing
l ""Mfra'ion
There are no improvements Last f utdication March 2, 191?.
5,520.85 acres.
E.
DAVIES
on this land,
Sale No. 541, NW'4NW
Sec. 23, T. 14S.,
R. 2E.,
Sec. 3, NWtfNWtf Sec.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
CITY ATTORNEY
K. 4E., containing 120 acres.
17, T. 15S.,
The improvements on this land consist of
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
value
$.100.
and
piping;,
troughs
La my Building
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Sale No. 542, E'iKFM. fiV, Sec. 5, All
nf Sec. 8, EX,NEtf, KWXXF.&. NE!NWK,i
Fa
New Menktv
Santa
Mc
KINLEY
COUNTY
Si, Sec. 17, All of Sec. 20. T. OS., R. WW.,
im-- !
2160.26
are
no
There
acres.
coniaining
Offire of the Commissioner of Public Lands,
roveinents on this land.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, November 16, 1916.
Sale No. .143. All of Sec. 25. T. 6S.. R.
H. CRIST
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to
4W., containing 640 acres. There are no
the
land.
on
this
provisions of sn Act of Congress sp
improvements
laws
of
State
the
1910,
the
20,
No hid on the above described tracts of proved June
ATTORNEY AT LAW
land will he accepted for less than Three of New Mexico, and the rules and regula
Dollars ($3.00) per acre, which is the ap- tions of the State Land Office, the Com
New Manba.
praised value thereof and in addition the missioner of Public Lands will offerat at9 Saata Fa,
successful bidder must pay for the improve. 'Public Sale to the highest bidder
ments on the
at the appraised alue, o'clock, A. M., on Wednesday, February
town oi uanuv,
in cash or certilied exchange at the timet',
oum; oi
McKinley, State of New Mexico, ie front MRS.
of the aale.
NORA E. SUMMERS
of
the
the
house
court
following
therein,
be
The above sale of lands will
subject
to the following terms and conditions, via: described tracts of land, via:
NOTARY PUBLIC
Sale No. 528, Lots 1, 2, 1, 4, S'i Sec. 24,
The successful bidder must pay to the
Office Orer Pari Thaatra
Commissioner of Puhlic Lands, or his agent T. 13N., B. 16W., containing 483.20 acres,
improvements on this land consist of
holding such sale, one. tenth of the price jThe
Naw Maxiaa.
.ff.re.l by him for the land: 4 per cent four houses, five barns snd eorrals. six Santa Fa
nten st in advance for the balance of auch wells, sheds and fencing, value $2,579. There
B.
M. of merchantable timber
purchase price; the fees for advertising are 224,400 feet
.nil appraisement and all costs inciden lon this traet valued at $336.60.
Sale No. 529. Lot 1, S2NW4, NEK, SWJ
Ml to the sale herein, and each and all
MURRAY, M. D.
.f said
amounts, must be deposited in Sec. 20, T. 13N., R. 15W., containing 416.90
The improvements on this land con- 'ih or certified exchange at the time of acres.
& SURGEON.
PHYSICIAN
s
and fencing,
ale. and which said amounts and all of sist of bouse, barn,
them are subject to forfeiture to the Slate value $1800. There are 1.350.000 feet B. M,
CITY PHYSICIAN
f New Mexico
if the uccesful bidder doe of merchantable timber on this land, valued
X- - RAY
not execute a contract within thirty days at $2,025.
after it has bren mailed to him by the No bid on the above described tracts of
233.
Phone
be
land
for
will
less
than Thrte
accepted
State Land Office, said contract to provide
mc b(j- w.w.
tor tne payment ot tne balance
nt tne
aire, wiim.
of Pottoffiaa
Office
Door
Wast
Fust
in
and
thereof
addition
thereto
imrcliase price of said tract of land in praised value
Naw Mamie.
thirty cqu.nl. annual payments, with inter-- : the successful bidder must payonfor the im. Santa Fa,
land
and
the
timber
the
cms on all deferred Davments nt the rate provements
f four per cent
annum, in advance, at the appraised value, in cash or certi
fied exchange at the time of sale.
payments and interest due on October
The above sale of lands will be subject
of eaeh year, and such other condt tions,
b)i ?atirns, reservations and terms as may to the following terms and conditions, viz: DAVID
KNAPP, M. D.
I he successful hinder must pay to the Com
be r quired by la
& SURGEON.
PHYSICIAN
or
ol
hia
New
Public
(
missioner
Public
nf
Lands of
agent
Lands,
The crrmissioner
of the price
such sale, holding such sale,
Mexico, or his agent holding
Lincoln
4
Ave,
Kay's Th eater
offered
him
Opposite
for
cent
the
all
by
land;
per
res.rves the right lo reject any and
bids o'fereo at said sale. Possession under interest in advance fnr the balance of such
New Mexico.
Santa
Fa,
and
for
fees
the
described
ol
for
ahove
sale
the
purchase price;
advertising
coniraris
tracts will he given within thirty days ppraisement and all costs incidental to Ihe
sale herein, and each and all of said amounts.
from d;,ic of aale.
Witness my hand and the official seal must Be deposited in cash or certilied ex
of the State Land Office this lKlh day
change ar the time of sale, and which taid
amminli and all of thrm are subject to
December, A. !., 1"16.
fnr feit re to the Slate of New Mexico if
RollT. P. ERVTEN
the successful biltrr does not execute a
Commissioner of Ptililic I. finds.
State of New Mexico. contract within thirty dny. after it has
ben mailed to nim by the State Land
First Publication Dec. 22, 1916..
the
Office, said contrart to provide for the pay."t Publication March 2, 1917.
ment of the balance of the purchase price
same diseases withof said tract of land in thirty equal, anIruofwenience.
out
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nual payments, with interrn's on all del
all tiruorrili.
ferred p. yments
t the rate of four per
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rent
per annum, in advance, payments and
PUBLIC LAND SALE
interest due on October 1st of each year,
and such other conditions, obligations, reBERNALILLO COUNTY.
K.
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had taken in the making of the
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position itself. New Mexico men, the for
nd 18 nJ wiM always be a monument
and assistnnt
members of the official staff of the ? a New Mexico idea and will stand STATE RECORD $1.50 A YEAR SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
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with building there was the inspiration
touch and active
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COUNTY.

Office of ihe Couimissiuner of ublic Lands,
bania
e, Mew Mexico, December la, tola.

Mexico, tnd Ihe roles sad
the State Laad Office, the
Public Lands will offer
to the highest bidder at 10
o'clock A. M., on Wednesday, March Mtfc,
1917, in the town ol Taos, County ol Taos,
State of New Mexico, in front of the court
house therein, the following described tracts
of land vis l
.... si
... curt 3
m- ii.
There .re no
11E., containing 160 acre.
improvements on this land.
Sale Ko. 533. Lota 3. 4. SEUNWM.
SK
Sec. J, S4, NWtf Sec. 4. Lot 1. SENEW.
sec. 3, t.yx aec. 9, All ei sec. n,
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W'A Sec. 15. All of Sec. 16. Lot 5 SEUNEU.
K'ASKX Sec 30. NM Sec 21. NWU Sec. 2L
T. 29N., R. 12E.( SWji Sec. 5. Lot I. SF
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COLFAX COUNTY.
Office of the Commissioner of Public Landa
Sania Fe, New Mexico, November 29, 1916.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant u.
the provisions of an Act of Congress ap
proved June 20, 110 and the laws of tht
State of New Mexico, and the rules ann
regulations of the State Land Office, tbr
Commissioner
of Public Lands will offer a
Public Sale, to the highest bidder at 9 o'clock
A. M.f on Tuesday, February 20, 116, in the
town oi Katon, county ol Col tax, Mate
of New Mexico
in front of the court
house therein, the following described tracts
ot land, vis:
Sale No. 530, WJ4VYK NEttSWU Sec
8 T. 23N.. R. 34E.. containing 200 acres.

There are no improvements on this land.
No btd on the above described tract will
be accepted for less than $5.00 per acre.
wnicn is toe appraiseo vaine tncreot.
The above aale of landa will be subject
to the following terms and conditions, nt
Tne eucccBsrol bidder snnst pay to the on
missioner of Public Lands, or bis agem
h
of the pnre
holding aoch aale,
f tiered by hint foe the land) 4 ner rent in
terest n advance ior the balance rt sucM
purchase price; the fees for advertising and
appraisement and all costs incidental to the
sale herein,
and each and all of ante
amornts, must be deposited in cash or cer
t.fied exchange at tbe time of sale, end
which Hid amounts and all of them art
suujeci to forfeiture to the State of New
Mhk if the suceasful bidder does not cac
contract withm thirty days after i
cute
h&
tern mailed to him by the Mate uaur
'Jtttce, said contract to provide for the pay
of the balance of the purchase
p"cr
f said trac of land in thirty equaL annua
paTBn ma, with interests i "a all deferrec
of
four
the
at
rate
cent
per
pet
payments
annum, in advance, payments and intere
'tue on October 1st of each year, and suet
nher conditions, obligation,
reservation
and terms as may be required by law.
The Commissioner of Public
of Ne
Mextco. or his agent holding such sate, rr
serves me ngnt to reject any and all
offered at said aale. Possession under ,?bJ
tracts of sale for the ahove described
will he triven within thirtv days after

nit

consutta: de I i I
de U tarde

i lu I

FIJENSE EN ESTO
recibir
Acabamos de
nucstro surtido decalzada
de otono y Invierno para
hombres y senoras, tambien 500 pares de calzado
de ninos y ninna para la
escuela calzado fuerte y
bueno, el cual ofrecemos

a nuestris

pjfoninos

precios comodos.
ar
Es nuestro placer
nuestro calzado, y
por lo tanto cuando Vds.
en-sen-

vengan a la ciudad haga-nuna vinta y quedaran
satisfecho3, que es el lu
gar en donde pueden
su calzado con mas
proporcion que en otro

os

con-seg-

lugar.

Delgado Shoe Co.

of sale.

Witness any band and the official seal of
the State Land Office tbrs twenty ninth

day of Novesnber, A. D.. 1916.
Office of the Commissioaer of Public Laurie,
wnwr. P.
Cnsnssissiawer
of Pvbhc Lands,
re, Nrw Mexico, uccrmbcr 11, 1916.
Notice is hereby ffivea that purraaat
State af
to the erorisioas of sa Act of Coacrees Ftmt rSbHcatiow tee, L annV
Jaac JO, rylO, the laws of the Loot Pnshaslaan
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Callc San Francisco
Sana Fe, Nubto Mexico

of I lie church iind watched the car go I.e Moyne floundered In a sen of mendacity, rose to a truth here and there,
by.

"K"

CHAPTER V.

By-- -

Mary Roberts Rinehart
lLuiyriiu,

by

Mciluru I'uiiiitiiUutis, Ino.)

The Pages that is, Sidney,
her mother and her Aunt Har.
net take K. LeMoyne, a strange
young man, as a roomer because
they need the money. The addition to the family is mutually
satisfactory and presently Sidney, who is eighteen, finds herself one evening telling LeMoyne
that she doesn't believe she will
marry Joe Drummond, her childIn.
hood sweetheart, after all.
stead, 6he decides to become a
trained nurse now that Aunt
Harriet has opened a dressmaking shop downtown so she goes
to ask Dr. Max Wilson, old family acquaintance, to get her into
the hospital. And this K. LeMoyne, he's lovely and polite and
.til, but there's something dreadabout him.
fully mysterious
Suddenly a whole new phase of
life opens upon Sidney.
Just
lend about it in this installment.
if

t
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CHAPTER IV.

''And so," K. I.e Mfiyne, "you liked It
It didn't startle you?"
"Well, In one way, of course you
see, I didn't know It was quite like
t lint : all
order and peace and quiet,
and white beds and whispers, mi lop
you know what I mean nlid Hie
misery there just the same. Have you
ever pnie through a hospital?"
K. I.e Moyne was stretched out on
the crass, his arms under his head.
l or this excursion
to the cud of Hie
street car line he had donned a pair
of white llanuel trousers and a belled
Norfolk coat. Sidney had been divided between pride in his appearance
and fear that the Street would deem
him overdressed.
At her question lie closed his eyes,
shutting out the peaceful arch of
leaves anil the hit of blue heaven overhead, lie did not reply at nice.
"Good
gracious, I believe he's
asleep !" said Sidney.
Hut he opened his eyes and smiled nt
her.
"I've been around hospitals a little. I
suppose now there Is no question about
your going?"
said I was
"The superintendent
young, but that any protegee of Doctor Wilson's would certainly be given
a chance."
"It Is hard work, night and day."
"Ho you think am afraid of work?"
"And Joe?"
Sidney colored vigorously and sat
erect.
"lie Is very silly. lie's taken all sorls
of idiotic notions In his head. I haven't
prmiiised to marry him."
"lint he thinks you mean to. If you
haw quite made up your mind not to,
heller tell him, don't you think? What
what arc these iilifttlc notions?"
Sidney considered. "For one thing,
lie's jealous of you !"
"1 sec.
(if course that Is silly, although your attitude toward his suspicion is hardly Haltering to me!"
lie smiled up at her.
"I told him that I had asked you to
bring me here today. He was furious.
And that wasn't all."
"Nu?"
"lie said I was llirting desperately
You see, the day
with Doctor Wilson.
we went through the hospital, it was
hot, and we went to Henderson's for
soda water. And. (If course, Joe was
there. It was really dramatic."
K. I.e Moyne was daily gaining the
ability to see tilings from the angle of
the Street. A month ago be could have
seen no silualioii in two people, a man
and a girl, drinking soda water
even willi a boy lover on the
next stool. Now he could view things
through Joe's tragic eyes. And there
I?

1
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Continued.

4
ll, Hue Jewels, require I .letting.
i It'l l;
mi it high kI mil, poring over a
k
ledger, In not unimpressive, or :i
k mi
over her slove. But place I he
Mi

I'oc-(n- r
Hie nIihiI, poring over I lie ledger
Max, wlio had IIvimI nil his life on
(lie "due of Sidney's horizon, now, by
(lie iniile changing of her point of
view, loomed large anil mugtiilii'eiit.
I ' i ll ii j is lie knew It.
Certainly In- - stood
very erect. Certainly, too, there was
i oaslderiilile
iiiaiiuer ill Hie n ay in
which lie asked Miss Ilanisoii in go
inn anil close Hie door behind her.

Sidney's heart, considering what was
happening to it, hcliaved very well.
"I''nr goodness' sake, Sidney.'' said
Dorlor Mux, "here you are i young
lady mid I've never noticed il '"
This, nl course, was not wlial lie had
n '
lo say, being slalT mil all
dial. I'.lll Sidney, visibly palpnanl,
was very prelly, iiiuih prettier 'lain
Hie Harrison
girl, healing
Willi lier heels in the next room.
Hector Max, belonging to Hi" "la-- , of
man who settles his tie every 'line lie
liN
sees an attractive woman, Mini-liaials into the pockets of hl long
while emit and surveyed lev ciizzi-callI

i

a

"Hid Doctor IM tell jimT
ilmul
"Sit down. He said snineila:,
Die hospital. How's vine mother anil
Mini Harriet V"
"V iy well
that is, in n - - vvcr

forward
ipiile well." She was
mi I.W chair, her wid" youim .nr on
fvn'.u
the
liil.i "Is thai is yoin mi's"
hospital here'"
"Yes. I'.lll she's ice my tint's.-- She's
a siilisl II ule."
"The uniform is .so prein " I 'nor
lehad
.Sidney' with till tin thing
meant fo say nhoiil n life s!
lie
mill '
tillhutlgh slie w is
was lerrilily ill earnest
"II lakes a lot of plugging before one
.iols Hie uniform. Look here, Sidney;
it yon are going to tlie hospital he- ause of the uniforin, and with any
idea
soothing fevered lirows and all
"
t litil nonsense
She illlerrilpled llilll. deeply :llthed
I, no.
luil
She wanted to work. She
vs young and strong, and urely a
kiairnl willing hands that wis ihsurd
.diiinl the (mil iilin. She had :m
do in
ideas. There was so iniii li
the world, and she wanted in help.
Some people could t;ive money, tint she
eoiildn l. She could only offer service,
iint. partly through earnestness and
I in it v through
excitement, slie "tided
in sort of nervous soli, mil. going to
the .vtnilnw, siood with li"i 'lai'k to
.
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inn
He followed her, and, lie. an
hey
sent
were il l iiolghlint s, she did nm
H
tli 'ii he put his hand '!l her
stlellt
'4 dim
know -- of course, :i' i u feel
Jike dial ahonl it," he said, "we'll see
vlial "ii lie done It's hard '.Mirk, and
x j;'i nl many limes it seems futile. They
tie. .mi know, in spite if ill we can
In
'mil here are many 'liitigs that
.ire 'ni'se than death '
When he had
His voice (railed off
siai ied mil ill His prol "ssimi, he hud
liad .nine -- in h ideal ol service .is tills
nirl tieside him. He sighed i little as

I'e timed away.
"I II speak (o (he superintendent
:dn.el you," he said. ''Perhaps you'd
like iae to show you around I li'tle."
"When? Today?"
lie had meant in u month, or a year.
lie reII v.ns unite a minute
plied:
I'm nHrat-in"Yes, today, if you say
"I lour. How about three o'clock?"
"Then we'll say lit thrive," she said
ahaly. mid took mi orderly nid unflur-rie- d
depnrtiire.
She sent K. a note at noon, with word
r
to Tillie at Mrs. McKee's lo put it
his plate:
e

g

un-le-

lletir Mr 1a Moym I am o pnelreil I
t up lisrdly wrtle. IfcN'tor Wilson, the nur- KPi'ii. is Koini lo lake me IhmtiKh Hie ho-leWish me he k. Sid-tif-- y
Huh nflernuon.

I'rm.
rind it. and, perhaps liei ause the
lny was hot and bin butter soft and
Irritable with the
the other
IichI, he ate little or no luncheon. Before lie went out Into the sun, he read
(ho note again. To bis jealous eyes
criue a vision of that excursion to the
rtoMiilal.
Sidney, all vibrant
I
eye. quirk of bosom;
on, luminous ofsardoiiir-nlland Wilson,
smiling,
amused and interested In spite of himself. He drew a long breath, and thrust
the note into his pocket.
a
Ah he went down the Street.
car came around the corner. Le
Unit moved auietly into the shadow
K.

Wil-W-

"I Haven't Promised to Marry Him."
was more t lisi iT that. All day lie had
noticed how inevitable the conversation turned to the young surgeon.
Sidney's active young brain, turned
inward for the first time in her life,
was still on herself.
".Mother is plaintively resigned and
Aunt Harriet has been a trump. She's
going to keep her room. It's really up
to you."
"To me?"
"To your staying on. Mother trusts
I hope you noticed
you absolutely.
that you got one of the apostle spoons
with the custard she sent up to you
the other night. And she didn't object
to this trip today. Of course, us she
said herself, It Isn't as if you were
young, or ut all wild."
In spite of himself, K. was rather
He felt old enough, Ood
startled-- .
knew, but lie had always thought of It
as an age of the spirit. He rose to his
feet and threw back his fine shoulders.
"Aunt Harriet and your mother and
whatChristine and her husband-to-bever his name Is we'll be a happy
family. Hut, I warn you. If I ever hear
of Christine's husband getting an apostle spoon "
She smiled up at him. "You are
looking very grand today. But you
have grass strains on your white trousers. I'erhaps Katie can take them
out."
Quite suddenly K. felt that she
thought liiin tMj old for such frivolity
of dress. It put him on his mettle.
"How old do you think I am. Miss
Sidney T
"Not over forty, I'm sure."
"I'm almost thirty. It is middle age,
of course, but it Is not senility."
Clearly the subject of his years did
not Interest her vitally, for she harked
back to the grass stains.
"I'm afraid you're not saving, as you
promised. Those are new clothes, aren't
they?"
"No, Indeed. Bought years ago In
England the coat In London, the
trousers In Bath, on a motor tour. Cost
something like twelve shillings. Awfully cheap. They wear them for cricket"
That was a wrong move, of course.
Sidney must hear about England ; and
she marveled politely. In new of his
poverty, about his being there. Poor

clutched nt luncheon, and achieved
safely at last.
"To think," said Sidney, "thnt you
have really been across the ocean I I
never knew but one person who had
been nliroad. It Is Dr. Max Wilson."
Le
Hack again to Doctor Max!
Moyne, unpacking sandwiches from a
basket, was aroused by u sheer resentment to Indiscretion.
"Yoir like Ibis Wilson chap pretty
well, don't you?"
"What do you mean?"
"You talk about him rather a lot."
This was sheer recklessness, of
course. He expected fury, annihilation.
He did not look up, but busied himself wlili the luncheon. When the silence grew oppressive, ho ventured to
glance inward her. She was leunliig
forward, her chin cupped In her pulms,
staring out over the vulley thut
stretched at their feet.
"Don't speak to me for a minute or
two," she said. "I'm thinking over
what you have just suld."
Down through the vlley ran u shallow river, making noisy pretensions to
both depth and fury, He remembered
Just such u river In the Tyrol, with this
same Wilson on u jock, holding the
hand of a pretty Austrian girl, while
he snapped the shutter of u camera,.
He had that picture somewhere now;
but the girl was dead, and, of the
three, Wilson was the only one who
had met life and vanquished It.
"I've known him all my life," Sidney said at last. "You're perfectly
right about' one thing: I talk ubout
him and I think about him. I'm being
candid, because what's the use of being friends if we're not frank? I
him you'd have to see him in the
hospital, with everyone deferring to
And
lilm and all that, to understand.
when you think of a man like that,
who holds life ami death in his hands,
of course you rather thrill. I I honestly believe that's all there Is to It."
"If that's the whole thing, that's
hardly a mad passion." He tried to
smile; succeeded fuintly.
"Well, of course, there's this, too. I
know he'll never look ut me. I'll be
one of forty nurses; Indeed, for three
months Til he only u probationer. He'll
probably never even remember I'm in
the hospital at all."
"I see. Then, if you thought he was
in love with you, things would be different?"
"If I thought Dr. Max Wilson was In
love wllh me," said Sidney solemnly,
"I'd go out of my head with joy."
To hide the shock with which he
realized that she was, unknown to herself, already ill the throes of a romantic attachment for Wilson, K. suggested a descent to the river. She accepted eagerly, and he bellied her down.
That was another memory that outlasted the day her small warm baud
in flis; the time she slipped and he
caught her; the pain in her eyes at
one of his thoughtless remarks.
I'm going to lie pretty lonely," be
said, when she laid paused in the descent and was taking a stone out of her
low shoe. "I shall hate to come home
tit night." And then, seeing her wince:
"I've been whining all day. For
heaven's sake, don't look like that. If
there's one sort of man 1 detest more
limn another, it's a mini who is sorry
for himself. Do you suppose your
taiil her would object if we stayed out
here til the hotel for supper? I've orand extra
dered a moon, orange-yellosize."
"I should hate to have anything ordered and wasted."
"Then we'll stay."
"It's fearfully extravagant."
"I'll he thrifty as to moons while you
are in the hospital."
So it was settled. And, as It happened, Sidney had to stay, anyhow,
l'or, having perched herself out In the
river on a sugar-loa- f
rock, she slid,
slowly but with a dreadful Inevitability, into the water. K. happened to be
looking in another direction. So It occurred that at one moment Sidney sat
on a rock, Huffy white from head to
feet, entrancingly pretty, ami knowing
it, and Hie next she was standing neck
deep in water, much too startled to
scream, and trying to be dignllied under the rather trying circumstances. K.
had not looked around. The splash had
been a gentle one.
"If you will be good enough," said
Sidney, with her chin well up, "to give
me your hand or a pole or something
because if the river rises an Inch I
shall drown."
To his undying credit, K. I.e Moyne
did not laugh when h turned und saw
her. Ho weut out on the sugar-loaf- ,
and lifted her bodily up its slippery
sides. He had prodigious strength. In
spile of Ills leanness.
"Well !" suld Sidney, when they were
both on the rock, carefully bulanced.
"Are you cold?"
"Not a bit. But horribly unhappy. I J
must look a sight." Then, remembering
her tnannerSj as the Street had it, she
said primly:
"Thank you for saving me."
"There wasn't any danger, really,
unless unless the river hud risen."
And then, suddenly, he burst Into delighted laughter, the first, perhaps, for
months. He shook with It, struggled
at the sight of her Injured face to restrain It, achieved finally a degree of
on the river
sobrieLv bv fixing his ev
haul
"When yon have quite finished," said
Sidney severely, "perhaps you will
take me to the hotel. I dare say I shall
have to be washed and Ironed."
He drew her cautiously to her feet.
Her wet skirts clung to her; her shoes
were sodden and heavy. She clung to
him frantically, her eyes on the river
below. Vith the touch of her hands
the man's mirth died. He held her very
carefully, very tenderly, as one' holds
something Infinitely precious.
o

CHAPTER VI.
Operations were over for the afternoon. The last case had been wheeled
out of the elevator. The pit of the operating room was in disorder towels
everywhere, tables of Instruments,
Orderlies were
steaming sterilizers.
going about carrying out linens, emptying pans. At a table two nurses were
cleaning instruments and putting them
away In their glass cases. Irrigators
were being emptied, sponges recounted
and checked off on written lists.

In the midst of the ctyifuslon, Wilson
stood giving last orders to the lulernt
at his elbow. As he ttWked he scoured
his hands and arms with a smut'
brush ; lilts of lather flew off on to th
tiled Hour. Ills speech was Incisive,
vigorous. At Hie hospital they said his
nerves were Iron; there was no letThe Indown ufter the (lay's work.
ternes worshiped and feared him. He
was Just, but without mercy. To be
able to work like that, so certainly,
with so sure a touch, and to look like
a (ireek god
Wilson's only rivul, a
gynecologist named OTIara, got results, too; hut he sweated und swore
through Ids operations, wtis not too
careful us to asepsis, and looked like a
gorilla.
The day had been a hard one. The
nurses were fagged.
operating-rooTwo or three probationers bud been
sent to help clean up, und a senior
nurse. Wilson's eyes cuught the nurse's
eyes us she passed him.
"Here, too, Miss Harrison!" he said
gnyly. "Have they set you on my truil?"
With the eyes of the room on her,
the girl answered primly:
"I'm to be in your olllce in the mornings, Poctor Wilson, and anywhere I
am needed In the afternoons."
"And your vucution?"
"I shall take It when Miss Simpson
comes back."
Although he went on at once with
his conversation with the Interne, he
still heard the click of her heels about
the room. He had not lost the fuct thut
she had flushed when he spoke to her.
The mischief that was latent In him
came to the surface.
When he bad
rinsed his hands, he followed her, carrying the towel to where she stood
talking to the superintendent of the
training school.
"Thanks very much, Miss Gregg," he
said. "Everything went off nicely."
lie was In u magnanimous mood. He
smiled at Miss Gregg, who was elderly
und grny, but visibly his creature.
"The sponge list, doctor."
He glanced over It, noting accurately sponges prepared, used, turned In,
But he missed no gesture of the girl
who stood beside Miss Gregg.
"All right."
He returned the list,
"That was a mighty pretty probationer
I brought you yesterday."
Two small frowning lines appeared
between Miss Harrison's dark brows,
lie caught them, caught her somber
eyes too, and was amused and rather
stimulated.
"She Is very young."
"I'refer 'em young," suld Doctor
Miw. "Willing to learn nt that age.
You'll have to watch her, though. You'll
have all the internes buzzing urouud,
neglecting business."
Miss Gregg rather fluttered.
She
was divided between her disapproval
of internes at all times and of young
probationers generally, and her allegiance to the brilliant surgeon whose
word was rapidly becoming law in the
hospital. When an emergency of the
called her away, doubt
cleanlng-ustill in her eyes, Wilson was left ulone
wllh Miss Harrison.
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If your daughter were in Sid
ney's position now, would you
fear Dr. Max Wilson's influence
over her, or would you be glad
she had such a friend in the hospital?

A

NEW TESTS OF DEATH

a

Book unread, a Tree with fruit unnarvesterJ;
A Path untrod; a House whose rooms lack yet the heart s divine perfumes;
A Landscape whose wide border lies in silent shade, neath silent skies;
wondrous Fountain yet unsealed, a Casket with its gift concealed;

This

is

unblown,

the Year that for you waits, beyond tomorrow s mystic gates.

The Old Year.

Goodby, Old Year.

The New Year's Coming.

By JOSH WINK.

By THEODORE H. BOICE.

By FREEMAN E. MILLER.

The time has come to say goodby,
Old Year, for we must part;
And 'tis reluctantly we speak
The word that wrings the heart.
For you have been a faithful friend
stay.
Through all your twelve-montA friend who clung to us by night
And walked with us by day.
We well remember when you came,
A bright and smiling youth,
Thou hnst kept arms In men's gripped
With all the promises of hope
hands,
And all the cheer of truth.
The tears In women's eyes,
We hailed you then with merry shouts,
The dread In little children's hearts.
And fondly clasped your hand ;
Death rattles In their cries ;
With you we started on the road
and
Lands hast thou swept of homes
To newer conquests planned.
crops,
'Neath
sunny skies we Journeyed on
Where toll contented reigned,
Along life's thoroughfare,
Thou hast brought flame to scorch and And
you were ever at our side,
kill,
In all our Joys to shnre.
With blood the soil hast stained.
Through days of toll and days of rest
We always found you near,
Across the seas thy direful work
A loyal friend, companion true,
Hast planted seeds of hate
With purpose ever clear.
In fearful deeds and wrath to come
When skies were dark, and rough the
To live and germinate.
,
way,
O fateful year, O futal year !
And grief and trouble came,
Puss from our shuddering sight.
You through misfortune to us clung.
God grnnt the year which wuits Its
Your friendship e'er the same.
birth
Through summer's heat and winter's
cold,
May bless where thou didst blight
Through gladness, doubt and fear,
You with us steadfastly remained
A loyal friend, Old Year.
At the Year's Close.
But now you're sadly aged, old friend,
By CHARLOTTE FISKE BATES.
Your hair Is white as snow ;
Y'our steps, once firm, are faltering,
And you desire to go.
If fault of mine, or pride or fear,
We cannot keep you 'gainst your will,
Has cost one soul, or far or near,
And so 'tis with a sigh
One bitter pang, one burning tear,
We clasp your trembling hand nnd say
May the hurt die with thee. Old Year.
"Goodby, Old Year, goodby!"
We bid goodby to thee, Old Tear,
But not with sad regret;
For long the scars of thy sore wounds
Will be upon us yet.
A record thine of blood and woe,
Of nations In fierce strife,
The greater one for world control,
The weuker ones, for life.

h

i

Better hurry, Mister New Year I We've
been waiting, waiting long
For the romping of your rapture and
the laughter of your song,
And the gate Is standing open where
the living dreams are sweet
While the huppy hands of welcome
scatter roses for your feet.
Hurry, Mister New Year,
There's a welcome warm for you,
Where the hearts of hope are waiting
And the dreams are coming truet
.

Mister New Year I We are
weary of the king
That has ruled so long with sorrow
he's forgotten how to sing
We are wenry of his scepter and the
burdens that he knew,
And we're waiting In the highways
with a welcoming for you I
Hurry, Mister New Yearl
Lo, the morning purple gleams.
And the heart of hope is waiting
For the crowning of its dreams I
Hurry,

.

Little New Year.
By

KATHERINE FAITH.

The old, old Year goes out at the door,
But the little New Year comes In ;
And to take the place of the squandered duys
There's a Yeur just about to begin I
He's a dear little chap, Is the small
New Year,
And deep In his eyes of blue
Is the promise of all the joy that life
Is holding In store for you.

Health's shining there If you'll cross
your heart
To live with a wise discretion
!
And then follows Sleep, and then folBy RAY I. HOPPMAN.
lows 1'luy,
And Love Joins the dim procession.
If gracelessness In anything
Has weighted some poor struggling Gaze forth on tke bright, shining sun
And trailing behind are the ghosts of
of tomorrow,
wing,
the years
Think not of the faults and mlstrkes
Or heedlessness has left a sting,
Shore,
Thot wait on the Grown-Uof the past.
O speeding year, my pardon bring !
And hnunt all the paths of After-a- flavored
the
from
drink
gnll
Nor
goblet
Whlle
of sorrow
If I have failed where need was sore.
Thnt lead to the Future's door.
to
look
and
one
let
wine
backward
that
pour.
Take
Appreciation's
be your last.
Selfishly keeping It In store
The New Year stands on his tippy-toe- s
Now, Heaven absolve me, I implore I
The old year hns gone and the new Is
And puts In your two brown hands
before us.
The reins of his steeds, I CAN and
Is
open to
The road to the future
May every wrong and hurt of mine,
I WILL
i
Or felt or given, leave no sign,
you,
To drive through the deep life sands.
Touched with tne blessed anodyne
So mingle your voice with the Joy
Good will! God's peace! the Birth
And hrd he stares with his wistful
swelling chorus
Divine!
And heed to the call of the year that
eyes,
is new;
Wond'rlng If you'll get through
Away with the thoughts and the words And hoping that all of the dreams he's
dreamed
pessimistic,
A Poem for the New Year.
Will have the good taste to come
The wrongs of the past and the
true.
things thnt annoy;
By S. E. KISER.
But substitute uction and deeds optimistic
And anchor yourself In the harbor
I will start anew this morning with a
New Year Greetings.
of Joy.
higher, fairer creed ;
to
and
stand
of
The future depends upon striving
complaining
By R. T. HART.
I will cense
my ruthless neighbor's greed ;
trying
own
And doing your best with your
I will cense to sit repining while my
From out of the dork and silence
little part,
duty's call is clear.
And separation long
I will waste no moment whining and The slogan of all should be "Doing or
In grateful, glad remembrance
Dying"
my heart shall know no fear.
I send this little song:
Just swing into line with a good runThe year has seemed a long one
ning start.
I will look sometimes about me for the
Without your voice, your smile.
Forget all things past thnt are borderthings thnt merit praise;
Yet blessed, holy memories
ed with sadness.
I will search for hidden beauties that
Have cheered ench weary mile.
Retain only that which is wholesome
elude the grumbler's gaze;
In absence still I cherish
and sweet;
I will try to find contentment In the
These memories of you
Oh I may the new year be o'erflowing
paths thnt I must tread.
And send these lines on New Year's
wllh gladness
I will cease, to have resentment when
morn
A gladness unstinted, minutely comanother moves ahead.
To pledge my faith anew.
plete.
I will not be swayed by envy when my So keep straight ahead on the new God grnnt that ere It closes
All blessings It may bring
opened highway.
rival's strength Is shown;
The sunshine is bright and the shy To you who've brightened many years.
I will not deny his merit, but I'll strive
And to whom now I will sing.
Is clear blue;
to prove my own ;
I will try to see the beauty spread be- Retrace not the past's narrow, rough- May it be bright and happy.
And may It's smiles and tears
ened old byway.
fore me, rain or shine
But travel the road of the year that Weave o'er your life a rainbow
I will cease to preach your duty and
Of hope for all your years.
is new.
be more concerned with mine.
If sorrow ever deafened me
So thut, In vain, on Doubt's dark sea,
One culled on me despairingly.
Old Year I O, hide that cry with Thee

(TO BK rONTIXUKD.)
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New Year.
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Italian Scientist Has Made Public
Methods for Determining When
Life Is Ended.
An Italian scientist describes the following three new methods of determining the cessation of life:
"The first is the ether test. A drop
of ether Is Instilled Into the conjunctival sac of one eye. If this is followed by a reddening of the conjunctiva It affords proof that the circulaprestion Is Intact und that life Is
ent. The other eye Is used lis n control.
"The second test consists in ihe sub-

cutaneous
Injection of fluorescin,
which, If the Individual Is still living,
Is soon followed by a yellowish coloring of the skin and mucosa. The conjunctiva and the mucous membrane of
the mouth, nnd particularly of the
frenuni of the tongue, show this coloration most distinctly. A negative result
Is obtained In cases of marked slowing
or enfeehlement of the circulation.
"The third test consists In direct exploration of the heart by means of a
stylet. This Is Introduced through a
small Incision In one of the Intercostal
spaces. Any movement in the heart Is
communicnted to the stylet."
Mixed Marriage.
The types will often play pranks
with what a reporter tries to say as,
for example, in this extract from an
English newspaper: "The bride, who
was given away by her father, wore a
dress of pnle bridegroom. She was attended by the hat, and carried a bouquet, the gift of the pink taffeta silk
and a large dark-blu- e
bridegroom's
two little nieces." No wonder, says
London Opinion, the large dark-blu- e
bridegroom turned palel

Fruit Juice Used in Milk.
Juice of the fruit of the massarao-dub- a
tree, found plentifully in Brazil,
is used In many neighborhoods In
place of cow's milk. It is sweet to
the, taste and milky In appearance, but
after 24 hours it turns into an elastic mass similar to rubber In Its raw
state. The fruit possesses nourishing,
pectoral and emollient properties.

Friendly Suggestion.
Quite Comfortable.
One of the Testa.
Hazel Cold comfort comes In small
Green Didn't you find It uncomfortHyker Muggins Is a good friend of
chunks.
ably warm at the theater last night?
Keep Calm.
yours. Is he not? .
Aimee Well, why don't you paBrown Oh, no; the play was a
Listen to controversies, but do not
Pyker I guess so. He's always telltronize some other tee man?
frost.
Interfere In them. The Lord beware ing me my faults.
thee of vehemence and heat. If It be
Ne Harm Done.
Conservative.
Deduction.
in minutest expressions even. Pas-Well! Weill Think of old Mr.
"What sort of speech did the candision is out of place In any discussion
"Henry, you've been arguing about
date make?"
Mulligan having a valet Why, I used
and more than ever in a right cause, politics again."
"It was full of glittering generali- to know him when he carried a bod."
for it befogs and befuddles It Gogol.
"My dear,
"Perhaps you did, but his valet
"Don't try to deceive me. I smell ties."
didn't know him then, so that function"Didn't he commit himself at all?"
Tungsten Statistics.
liquor on your breath and you never
"Well, he said he thought George ary's feelings are spared."
The amount of standard tungsten take a drink that you donlt follow It
Washington was a great man."
ore used In the manufacture of incan- with an argument about politics."
Avoided Them.
descent lamps In the United States
"Are you going to the theater toPreparing.
All Alike.
this year was In the neighborhood of
Cholly Did you tell your sister that night the performance la said to be
"You say there are several society
4ft tons.
I was here and had something very Im- very artistic."
girls In this' chorus?"
'
"Nix. When they say
thing la
portant to say to her?
"Yes. Can't you pick them outf
Optimistic Thought.
soon. She's highly artistic It la usually unpleasdown
be
Shell
suc-cethe
Johnny
The most important element In
"No. All sixteen seem ta have
ant and tiresome."
looking on up In Bradstreet's now.
Is economy of monej and tlm, same degree of hauteur."
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SOME TASTY DISHES
NEW AND OLD RECIPES OF
KNOWLEDGED
MERIT.

AC-

In Woman's Realm
l
:

.

Pretty and Comparatively
Made

Best Way to Serve Wings and
of Cold Fowl Fried Apples
Delicacy That Will Be Appreciated Nut Preparations.

Drum-stick-

s

at

Inexpensive Party Frock That May Be
Home Midwinter Millinery of the Latest
and Most Approved Types.
.

snld Mr. Roost
er, for lie was very Happy."
Nearly every girl would rather hnva Is finished with needlework. This Is
Sir Henry Thompson says that "more
You will And the mere resolve not to
two or three pretty nnd Inexpensive done with silver thread In long and
"Why was he es
than
of the disease which
b(fc useless, and the honest desire to
middle and later life among
pecially Happy?'
help other people, will, In the quickest
Put two tablespoonfuls of butter in pnrty frocks than one elaborate and slitirt stitches, forming silver pyramids
the middle and upper classes of the
and most delicate way, Improve
asked Nick.
one, and It Is a real tri- nbout the brlin edge. For itriimtrtng,
a frying pan and, when melted, add a
la due to avoidable errors
population,
"I don't believe
In diet."
each of chili sauce and umph for liny woman when she con a big star cut from moleskin Is
ROADS IN NATIONAL FORESTS
tablespoonful
that they are ever
to the crown und hnm with
mushroom catsup and a teaspoonful trives to mnke art outrival money In
DAINTIES FOR CHILDREN.
SANDWICHES FOR TEA.
Sud," continued
each of inaile mustard and table sauce. jecurlng beauty In her apparel. It long stitches of silver thread. Such u
Federal Bill Appropriates $1,000,000
Daddy,
"though
Take the wings and drumsticks and any rnn't always be done, but In pnrty hat may be used Instead of the
As a usual thliifj the children
for Construction and Maintenfrocks there Is the best of chances.
Afternoon tea Is such a cozy, hossometimes they
black velvet picture hat, und
other
when
tho
refreshments
pieces from u cold fowl, make And it is much the same In
begins
party
ance of Highways.
divide honors with It for elegance inn
are Frightened, pitable custom that It need not citll for
sports
In
them
and
are
with
pepso
If
gashes
one
sprinkle
served,
lollies. In both, color plays the lead distinction.
If a Motor Cur's
an elaborate tea
wishes to give the chil- per, suit and flour and cook In the
(From the United States Department ot
horn Is heard they
The second hut is a charming little
ing part and both give wide range to
so that
service,
above
sauce
until
heated.
a
dren
the
Agriculture.)
thoroughly
happy time,
do not know which
anyone may reOne of the provisions of the federal
eats coming first, they Then pour over a little boiling hot
way to turn and
fresh a culler with
are all warmed up to chicken stock beef extract diluted
aid road bill, which was signed by the
a cup of hot ten
.'
get
quite Hu tiled
with hot water will also do sprinkle
on
have a good playtime
president
July 11, appropriates
and a bit of bread
and annoyed
In a small quantity of chopped parsley
$1,000,000 a year for ten venrs to he
i
sometimes.
and butter or a
spent by the secretary of agriculture
When possible, the und serve at once.
"But this Roost'
Too
small cake.
If
for the construction and maintenance Of
Pare anil core several fine eookVng
party
, .
a
u
preparations,
it..
often we full to
'
of roads and trails within or partly tne first
shared In by the chil- upples nnd cut the slices In rings
that
and
woke
these
nice
lit
tiling
Morning,
give
within
dren, will give them it ubout u quarter of an Inch thick. Kip
forests.
all the Anlnnils up. Of course, he did tle attentions because we think we
i.
Tho 11 n.A.rlfna ...
double enjoyment. Even these in a sauce made by mixing one
.t
lack fine enough things, but In these
hut
this
every
Morning,
Th.
Morning
f
tiny people may have a hand In the tublespoonful of lemon juice with the
he Woke them up still earlier.
mid cake milking.
when
Jays
Japanese
napkins
Prepare the small sur- same quantity of hraiiily anil a little
counties, the money shall be useM for
" 'You are very Inconsiderate,' said pretty blue ware may be
bought at the prises to drop into the cake, or get- granulated sugar;
building roads and trails which are Mrs. Cow.
fry the apples in
t
store
Is no reason for ting the nuts
there
ready. It Is not always boiling hot butler. When the slices lire
necessary for the use and development
"'And
what
does
that
such
Mean?'
one's
self
asked
denying
pleasures.
convenient to have the children help, nicely browned on each side take lliein
of resources upon which communities Mr.
Rooster,
Savory Sandwiches. Take n cup but it is such a happy time for them up with a
within or near the national forests are
" 'It Means, said Mrs. Cow, 'that
perforated pancake tunic
ful
of
cold
a
roast
add
meat,
tine,
you
chop
thnt they should not he denied. Angvl lay t i on white paper anil
dependent. The work Is to he done In don't Think of others.'
sprlnkl
few drops of onion Juice, one tnble- - or
cake should he the cakes with citiiiiiiniiu and powdered siign
with the various states
"'That's where you nreMistaken, spoonful of melted butter, one cucum- mostsponge
and counties. Not more than 10 per
commonly served to children.
once.
Serve
at
ber pickle, one teaspoonftil of chopped
my dear Mrs. Cow.
Molasses Candy. Tills Is one of the
Select your favorite nuts and pei
"'Not at all,' said Mrs. Cow. 'It's parsley; mix well and spread on bread, wholesome
candles which we are safe ami blanch llieni and then fry tliein
not time for Milking. Why should I well buttered nnd cut into small In
In
a
l'hice
children,
giving
granite just enough olive oil to keep lliein inn
get up?'
squares.
kettle one
of Xew Orleans mo- burning. When nicely brow ned mix t
" 'There you are Inconsistent yourWhen n substantial
sandwich Is lasses, onecupful
nnd
cupfuls of gether one tiililcspiioiiful each of lOng
self,' said Mr, Rooster. 'You are just wished the following Is a good one:
two tahlespoonfiils lisli
granulated
sugar,
chutney and table sauce, soin
In
Cut
bread
rounds ahd place a thin of butter, a half, a
Thinking of your own Milking time,
cupful of milk. Let chopped phkles and a Utile salt. Pour
slice of cheese for the tilling, press
and not of the rest of us.'
this
It
hull
mixture
a
until
forms hard tills mixture over tho nuts and serv
" 'I am
thinking of the rest of the together tiiul saute In a little butter, hall in water, take from the lire, mid with
crackers and cheese.
Cows,' said Mrs. Cow, as she whisked or better olive oil, In a hot frying
f
of baking soda
If fresh lobster cannot be obtained,
her Tall over her big Body.
pan until brown on both sides. Serve and one teaspoonful
extahlespoouful of lemon
get the canned sort, and also ask for a
Well,' said I'lnky I'lg, 'why are with a crisp salad; these ure dell- - tract. Turn out on buttered
platter box of the shells used for the putties.
.
you Waking us up at this hour? That clous.
or marble slab and whan cool enougl Mix
Is what I'd like to know.'
up tlie lobster meat with raw egg
Sardine Sandwiches. Carefully ex
pull. Do not stir while the candy is beaten up about two to a cau of lob
"'Because It is a Day they call tract the bones from a half dozen sar- boiling.
ster
toasted bread crumbs, pepper,
Christmas ,' said Sir. Rooster.
dines, nnd drain off the surplus oil,
Sandwiches to serve to children salt and a Utile butter. Then stuff the
egg should he
'Well,' grunted Pinky Pig again, pound them with one
a
with
very
plain,
simple
most ornamental pieces of the shell
until a smooth paste is formed ; add
'why does a Day that Is named Christfilling.
Willi the mixture, sprinkle the top with
mas Mean anything more to us than one teaspoonful of melted butter,
One
Cake
cake
Birthday
birthday
more toasted crumbs, ndd it nut of but
any other pay. Of course, Winter Is three drop's of vinegar and n dash of was
so beautiful that it will serve as ter und bake until
red pepper. Sprend on thin slices of
different from Summer'.
very brown.
model
a
more
for
many
happy little
To every quart of sweet tipple cider
Oh, Is it Indeed?' chuckled "Mrs. buttered brend.
An
a
In
Bake
tube add a bottle of club soda. Have
angel cake
Mushroom Sandwiches. Stew a few people.
lien. 'How Extremely' Bright of you.
ready
mushrooms with a little butter un- pan, frost with white icing and In the some thinly sliced tart apples anil some
Pinky."
u
center place
bunch of pink sweet
well
til
cooked
nnd
of
fresh
Bruise
smooth.
mint.
the
mint
Chop
sprigs
"'Now, don't be Rude,' said Pinky.
The cake was placed on
some cooked chicken, mix with the pens.
u little sprig, for each
You don't know much more your
bonriT covered with a large luce papei leaves, allowing
mushroom pulp, pound all until
glass. Several of the apple slices must
WHERE ART OUTRIVALS MONEY.
self.'
doily and encircled with pink sweet also be put into each glass, and the
'Yes, I do,' said Mrs. Hen. .'I smooth, nnd rub through a coarse pens and
the
caudles.
While
pink
the
of
cream
the
a little butter or add
fancy
designer. Material j sports hat de inxe. The shape of It
punch may contain much sugar and u
know when the Sun Shines and when sieve;
candles burned, the little guests
for evening and dance frocks, like crown and the delicate gray of the soft
little lemon Juice if liked.
It Rains. There Is a great deal of Dif whipped cream to the mixture, season
their good wishes to the ownwell nnd sprend on buttered brown
Toast u lot of marshmallow drops those for sports clothes, have a defi- felt, make a delightful background for
ference in Days.
Auto Road In Estea Park.
er of the birthday.
oud while each one is piping hot drop nite character. And the sume colors the fascinating landscape which ap'But still,' said the Goat. 'Mr. brend.
Walnuts that have been emptied of It onto a little
that appear In silks are pears to have lit upon the hat with
Nuts and Maple Sugar. Chop a few
cent of the value of the timber and Rooster hasn't told us about Christ- round, crisp gingcrsnup. nnd patterns
In Inexpensive cottons, so thut considerable
their meats filled with some little gift
blanched
nnd
force. Surely nothing
copied
salted
nnd
browned
resources
foror
the
national
mas.'
lorage
the clever nnd original designer cau less than an earthquake could have
almonds, mix with a little sweet and glued together, wll always de" 'It's a Day all the World
ests within the respective county or
Almond Cake (to Be Cut),
gets up cream, add
a
of
child.
little
the
heart
effects in either.
Tiny
get
produced square clouds, a rickety little
grated maple sugar to form light
counties in wmcn me roaas or trans early,' said Mr. Rooster.
Break four fresh eggs in a basin In
an
The pretty purty gown shown here bouse and an unlmul that might be
" 'And what have we to do with the a pltste and use to spread on thinly dolls, bits of candy, small china
will be constructed may be spent.
cook
It
which
; add four ounces of
you
be
used
Is
and
of
various
lmals
made
things may
net, and a net top luce either a sheep or a cow. A road, such
Provision Is made for the return of World?' asked the little Chickens. 'We sliced buttered brend.
sugar, teaspoonful of vanilla essence over undcrslip of white tnffeta. ' The as all
for filling.
artists put in their
the money to the treasury by applying care for the Barnyurd not for the
two
ounces
and
finely
peeled
chopped,
Adrift on Time's relentless tide.
underslip Is ndorned with six narrow
wiggles across fh6; foreiu per cent or tne annual receipts of World.'
As waves that follow waves, we glide.
almonds. Itriskly heat up with a whisk ruffles of taffeta about the bottom. landscapes,
When hearts are light and spirits gay
while the background is given
" 'But the World cares for the Burn
the national forests in the state or
God grant we leave upon the shore
You almost hear the table say:
for l."i minutes and add very gradu Each little ruffle, Instead of a hem, hns ground,
over to bushes and birds equal in size.
Some waif of good It lacked before:
"These people give me hearty cheer.
county until the amount advanced Is yard,' said Mr. Rooster.
ounces
four
sifted
continu
me
here."
flour,
ally
a narrow fringe, made by fraying the These marvelous things are outlined
I'm very glad they're round
covereu.
Add three silk to the depth of n half Inch, nnd with colored worsteds and mnke nn
"'Nonsense,' said Pinky Pig. 'The
Some seed, or flower, or plant of
ally mixing meanwhile.
omcers in charge say that the bill Farmer does that.'
GOOD THINGS.
SEASONABLE
f
ounces clarified butter,
worth,
tea the effect of the frayed edges is very adorable hat, whose only other adornSome added beauty to the earth;
win make possible the construction of
"'And Isn't he a part of the World?'
spoonful baking powder and gently mix soft nnd dainty.
ment is n binding of fur.
Sonio larger hope, some thoughts to
many roaas wnicn are greatly needed, asked Mr. Rooster.
Here are a few delectable dishes rtith a skimmer for half u minute.
Two flounces of the
make
lace ex
An
hat conservative and
Since 1913 10 per cent of the receipts
ure
sure
to
suit
the
11
worth
The
sum
bottom
sad
world
Line tlie
of a
'"Oh, very well,' said Pinky Pig.
trying, they
happier for Its sake.
pastry tin tend nbout the sides nnd front of the becoming belongs In every wardrobe.
from the national forests have been 'Only tell us your Reason for
most
fastidious.
with a lightly buttered paper, drop dress, hut, at the buck, a straight
Waking
Nothing could qualify better than the
used In road nnd trull building, but the us up."
Pear Salad.
SOME GOOD DISHES
the preparation into the tin, neatly panel of net Is gathered In at the black velvet hat with tain crown and
funds have been Inadequate to meet
" 'Because of Christmas Morning the
Cut ripe pears or smooth the surface, then set in a mod waistline.
a plume-likband of fur at the left
the needs. Many Isolated communities Farmer feels so Happy, and the Childrained canned erate oven to hake for
As soup Is never out ot season, a
minutes. ReLittle blossoms, made of ribbon, side, which Is a piece of sensible and
ones In eighths, re- move, let cool off, turn
within the national forests are entire dren feel so Happy, that they give us variety of these wholesome dishes are
upon a table,
moving tlie seeds lift up tlie paper, cut the cake Into six
ly dependent on the government roads an Extra Breakfast.'
always a welcome addi
leton
and trails. In some Instances these
and
to
tion
the repertoire of
place
'Oh,' said Pinky Pig, Squealing
pieces, sprinkle u little line sugar over,
settlements are snld to be almost en- - Happily. 'Now that is Different. Quite
the cook.
tuce; pour over a Iress on n dish with the flowers of the
French
dressing '.uhle a little to one side or in ceuter.
ureiy wnnour, means or communica- Different.
Normandy Soup.
nnd garnish with
tlon. According to forest service of- - "'You see,' con- - IS
Wipe with a damp cloth
of
flelals the money now made available tlnued Mr. Roost- a
pimentos and shredded alknuckle of strips
Rochester Jelly Cake.
wlll permit the construction of many er, 'an old Man
veal, put It In the soup monds.
One nnd a half cupfuls sugar, one- Frozen
Cheese Salad. Rent a
roads necessary to open up Inacces by the name of
kettle with three quarts
f
teasible territory, nnd will greatly facili Santa Claus calls
of cold water and place cheese with a fourth of a cupful of half cupful milk with
sodu dissolved in It, two
tate the development of large areas.
on the Children
it where It will heat creum, season with paprika, salt nnd spoonful
flour Willi one teaIt is said that detailed plans cov nnd fills
slowly. When at the a teaspoonful of Worcestershire sauce. heaping tiiicupfuls
cream of tartar, salt anil flu- ering the policy to be followed in stockings.'
simmering point, skim It Put In n small pall and pack In Ice spoonful
vor.
Put half tills mixture in shal
carefully -- and put it where It will and salt for four hours. Serve, cut in
building roads are now being made.
'What has that
cook very slowly for three hours. smull squures on lettuce leaves with low pan to bake anil to remainder add
to do with us?'
me tiiblespoonl'ul
f
molasses,
Add six white onions, peeled and French dressing.
PROPOSE NEW PARK HIGHWAY said Mrs. Cow.
raisins or currants, u little cin
upful
Venison
Steak.
In
the
a
stei
sliced
and
Lay
a
loaf
thinly
of
We don't wear
stale bread (a baker's loaf) and mixture of two talilespooiifuls of oil, namon, clove and allspice uiiil a gen- we
rous tublespoonful of Hour. Hake In
'Good Roads Advocates Would Con- stockings
one
simmer
hour
Take out one of vinegar, salt, pepper and a dash
longer.
don't even own
:2
nect National Parks of West-C- alls
the meat and rub the soup through of cayenne. Let it lay In tills an hour, pan same siz; as used for the light
m so
the
for $1,000,000.
Christmas, a puree strainer, pressing as much of turning often, then broil over coals, or part. Spread Jelly between tlie laytrs
wouldn't help us.' 'Merry
Animals."
the bread nnd onion through as pos pan broil in u very hot. lightly greased of cake while hot.
" 'But,' said Mis
Good roads advocates have proare so Pleased at get- sible. I'ut In n double boiler, add two frying pan.
Rooster,
'they
Candied Quince.
posed a great circular highway which
Cranberry Ice. Wash a quart of
so many Goodies themselves that tablespoonfuls of (lour mixed to a
would connect the national parks of ting
Core nnd slice the quinces nnd
cranberries. Cook In a pint of water
smooth
with
the
and
Rtlr
paste
soup
us
some.'
the West. The venture would call they'I give
Weigh the same amount of
Into the hot mixture. Cook for five five or six minutes. Strain through a weigh.
wonder If that Is so,' said Pinl-for $1,000,000 from congress, besides
add a pint of sugar and sugar as fruit. Scald Hie quinces, then
cheesecloth,
then
a
add
of
minutes,
a
pint
cream,
Pig.
s
assistance from the
until the sugar Is dissolved, stir- boil for eight minutes, linoe them in
experts
'But before they had talked much pint of milk, previously heated ; serve cook well.
When cool ndd the Juice of the kettle containing tlie sugar and a
of the department of agriculture. The more
at
oi.eo.
ring
came
out with the
the Farmer
Rice
With Apricots. Cook
proposed route would start at Denver Grain and Seed for their Breakfast.
two two lemons and freeze to a mush. little water, and pm inside, the oven
and run northwest, through the new And he
and cook until a deep, clear red.
of
rice In Serve with the turkey.
gave them some Speclul Food, atablespoonfyjls
Chicken Fritters. Put pieces of cold
from the stove and drain tlie
Rocky Mountain National park, and and such good
pint of milk, one Inch of stick cinto
thnt
Eat
things
they
enter Yellowstone by way of Cody, all knew It must be
namon, In a double boiler. When the ronst chicken in a French dressing, quince pieces. As soon as dry cover
because
was
it
a
Thence it would continue
Wyo.
tublespoonfufof grated onion ; them Willi sugar, on top
bottom,
Christmas Day some very Queer Sort milk Is absorbed add one cupful more, ndding
let It stand an hour, drain and dip In and let them stand In a dry place over
take out the cinnamon, nild two
through Idaho, Washington, nnd Ore- of a
when
was
Kind
Duy
everybody
of sugar, a tablespoonful of a fritter batter and fry in deep fat. night. Then pack in dry sugar in
gon. To the west the road would in- nnd gave Presents.
clude Yosemite and other wonders of
DISTINCT TYPES IN MIDWINTER MILLINERY.
jars.
gelatin which has been soaked In wa- Serve hot with celery salad.
said
Christmas,
'Merry
Animals,'
California.
To the south it would the
Pears With Onions Drain nnd bent
as he showered their Pens ter. Stir in a half cupful of cream
Farmer,
In a row on each smart headwear.
stems
their
by
hang
Winter millinery
cross Arizona and New Mexico, then and
can of pears, cook small onions unProper Way to Cook Duck.
Stalls nnd Homes with a Fine that lias been whipped until thick nnd a
Bounce. Every time the dancer moves makes an
would run northward to Denver. Al Breakfast.
impressive exit after a most
turn into a border mold. Set away til tender, then cut In halves and lny
Remove nil fat from the Inside of tliey are throw n Into a
gay flutter. The artistic performance, with such hntH
In a dish the cut side down, pour over the duck or
ready the route is marked by many
You know that art of the designer shines In
goose.
"The Animals were Delighted ! Pinky until firm, then turn out on a platter
them, ns these.
sections of good roads, so the proand fill the center with canned apri- the pens which have been seasoned there are layers of fat near the tall. and in
to Squeal a 'Merry Christtried
the
Pig
girdle, with big butterfly
cots. Serve with the sirup of the apri- and dressed with a thin cream sauce.
posed project Is not such a gigantic mas;' the Rooster Crowed his
Then
nnd
stuff
as
would
a
prepare
bnw
you
at
the
back, made of silk shot
Lettuce and Roquefort Salad. Ar chicken.
task. as it might be. The entire route the Cows gave many a 'Moo,' Delight,
When ready for the oven with silver. There is a wreath of
and the cots, boiled until thick.
tiny
is 3,500 miles in length.
Chartreuse of Jelly. Cut out the range head lettuce on plates and with a sharp fork prick through the silk roses
Noise In the Barnyard meant they
posed against the girdles
were all having a very good Christmas center of a round sponge cake, leav sprinkle over bits of roquefort, a third skin all over the bird and when roast-Wi- g and it gives this adorable dress a final
Cautiona With Drua Herbs.
ing the sides and bottom thick enough of a cup to a small head of lettuce.
the fat tinder the skin will ooze touch of
Breakfast!"
Do not go into the business of grow
to hold a quart of jelly. Prepare any Rub a howl with the cut side of a out and you will have a bird free from materials dainty elegance. None of the
used is costly.
Pocket Idea.
desired flavor of jelly with nuts and clove of garlic, add a half teaspoonful grease. Before thickening the gravy
ing drug herbs hurriedly. While there
The Biggest Mistake.
The tale of winter millinery is nearInstead of putting your square
Is a good demand for some of these, it
each of salt and paprika, then four ta- turn oft all the grease from the water
to
until
It
set
aside
begins
thicken,
The girl who is always afraid that
ly told. One sees at tearooms nnd
on your new satin frock at
Is not likely that this demand will
alblespoonfuls of chili sauce; mix thor In the dripping pan.
has made a mistake, is the one then pour It into the cake shell and
matinees, in restaurants and along perft-ctlsymmetrical right angles, try
be permanent, and besides the cost of she
low it to harden. When ready to serve, oughly and beat in a half cupful of
who can least depend-oFifth avenue, hats In satins sedate applying them In dinmonJ shape.
her own judgSew
preparing many of the herbs is pro ment The attitude of
heap sweetened whipped cream over olive oil, and two tablespoonfuls of
Winter Succotash.
and
gay
that
the
two bottom sides of tint
ev'
(mostly
gay)
questioning
only
bespeak
hibitive.
serve it as pie cut In vinegar. Pour over the lettuce and
and
the
top
One cupful either lima, yellow-eyedrenms of spring.
ery step we take, and wishing we had wedge-shap- e
square to the frock, and button tho
cheese and serve well chilled,
pieces.
or pea beans, which have been soaked
done something different soon renders
The models shown include three dis- uppermost point to the frock, so thnt
' Value of Elbow
and Sardine Sandwiches
Chicken
a creamed sauce over
Grease.
cooked
with
Anchovy
night. Drain. Simmer all the tinct types of midwinter millinery, all the result is a pocket with practically
Elbow grease, of either horse or us incapable of wisely directing our Pound 12 sardines and one anchovy and served with biscuits Is made more
In enough water to cover, to trimmed with fur. For a dress hat two
actions. The biggest mistake of all is
what aq
openings. It Is
add a tablespoonful of but- delicious by the addition of a half cup morning
man, makes the best fertilizer.
Ton
together,
which add salt pepper and a piece of there is a graceful sailor shape cov- unusunl effect t"his surprising
accusing ourselves of ter, a pinch of mustard, a dash of ful or
gives to a frock, escan't get full value out of any other to be constantly
olives.
chopped ripe
two Inches square. Half an ered with taupe velvet. The velvet Is pecially if fur buttons on the
salt
made
a
pork
mistake.
Com
Girl's
having
If you fail to use elbow grease along
pocket
cayenne and a drop or two of vinegar.
hour before serving add one can corn crushed in soft folds about the crown carry out the fur
panion.
trimming on the
with It
Spread between slices of brown bread
water
and
to
from
burnon
enough
and
laid
the
which
frock.
keep
brim,
smoothly
.
and butter.
Practice Saying "I Can."
ing. Add ob pint hot milk, bring to
Have Road Scraper Ready.
serve
boll
a
and
once.
at
Serve
Practice
"I
can."
this
Is
It
saying
Just
Where is your road scraper? Have
rest of the garment and the edge of
Original Nightie.
some cold day with hot rolls or hot
Ons Letter Prafnptly Mailed.
easy as to say "I wish I could," or
Couple en Easy Street
It ' ready to use on the roads after as
Needlewomen who aspire to have sleeves are white.
A point In the
to
like
gingerbread.
soon
Td
It
an
becomes
seen
never
such
will
have
"I
Martini
"George,
dear,
only"
you
Persuade
rain.
please
every
post
your neighbor as
original garments will appreciate a making of the nightgown which is very
this letter countermanding that order
easy to think it How many splen extraordinary variety of wadding p
to do the same.
suggestion for making a nightie. First much in its favor is thnt the sleeves
did girls, are letting life slip away in
Keeping Sandwiches.
new dress
as they have." Dubonnet "Yes. for
"Yes, dear I Deof all, two materials are combined in are set In and, consequently, would
It's often necessary.
comparative uselessness, because they The bride says they have enough .ma- lighted ! Just tie my left hand to my
Reauns for Good Road.
fashioning the garment a liberty prove more comfortable than the usual
They most be made up early.
There are a few plain reasons why never get any further than wishing terial for the bridge prizes to last foot lest I forget It"
which every remnant fiend values. kimono sleeves. They are Joined with
And they dry and curl so soon.
do
that
married
of
'life.''
they
might
worth
their
rest
the
something
them
good road should be built, rather while. Practice
Flowered crepe and plain white crepe narrow band crocheted insertion.
. Yet they are very easily kept good.
saying, and thinking,
Mstht Do Some Good. than continue trying to maintain
were used In the one displayed In an
'
should
"I
can."
and
be
Girl's
In
feeling,
an
They
The
simply
Man.
Compan
Assistant
placed
"I
have
bad one.
here a poem
Lucky
exclusive shop.
Newest Blue.
Flowered and plain
ion.
man serving a five years' term earthen receptacle.
A New York man sues for $10,000 from
silks or striped and plain silks, could
No darker than French blue,' hut
.
This
earthen
'
affair
Is
covered
in
and
the
omitname
was
penitentiary." The Editor
damages because his
Ship Only the Best
be used In the same way.
mor vivid, this new shade being introset In a pan of cold water.'
Optimistic Thought
e
ted from the city directory. Some peo "Print It with a
Nothing but the best quality of
explaining
The Dowered crepe Is used to form duced for the new season has a silvery
not
is
In
the
for
It
this
will
but
eye
way
beau
faults,
they
hour
for
the
circumstances.
keep
It may serve as a
should be shipped to market
ple don't know when they are luck-yshallow yoke and sleeve caps. The shimmer as if drifted over with mist,
as fresh as when first made.
ties, that constitutes the real critic.
warning to other poets." Puck.
whir, has the man no creditors ?
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ocratic county of Quay, it a republican and while at Santa Fe recently
during the educational convention,
made many friends.

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
General and Personal
M-

4. .

dates for county clerk of Sandoval
comity at the last election.
Montova voted in a precinct of
which lie was not a resident, Ortiz
alleges, Ortiz asserts that lr' re- jcent opponent at the polls was a1
resident of the Pcna Blanca pre-Ber-cit- y
Mr. and Mrs M. A. Conxales of ciiirt hut that he voted in the
The answer, prefor a Tew nalillo precinct.
Ahiuiu are in the
pared hy Harth & Mabry, contains
'
days,
'alienations that seventy-Jou- r
illegal
of votes were cast for Montoya. The
Chns F. Wad.. Jr., formerly
Ber
s
answer
to
Ortiz
sent
;
th, ritv. now of El .1,0 was .1. the attorneys sterdav.
rtty WednesdayMontoya, the contestant, charges
mu
nu
rinuiaa v... mai
St
(.anie WarMen,
several
residential
this
is in Mom county
qual licattons
do
convicted criminals, insane, an In
weil un offui.it business.
dian ami two Mexicans not citizens
.r IV F. Parkey, of I.atny, were perin tted to vote for Ortiz,
i,
.
was looking after business matters
t the
in tic ei:y t lie first
Convicti Ask Pardon
A number of convicts in the New
ack has arrived
I, Mri'.-it a r y would like their
v
to spend the holiday frL.,.,,,m (or a Christinas present and
.
Hi her d
Mrs,
asked , r paroles. These ap
I' Coard
plications will be heard by the board
of
at its session in Santa
Miss Fc pardons
v VI rs.
obn K. McFie and
01. Friday.
at
lesidc
Oallitp
now
v1,(
.n 'ia
John B. McManus
the lio'iday season i" liasSuperintendent
,,!kivcii notice of the applications
,'itv
for parole with the addresses of the
applicants: which are as. follows
laimllou. ft Carriznzo, re- lack Tavlor, Inna county, Charles
'
of
at or r.c v
''
I: at l. 'Kio Arriba
enmity, Manuel
is in
capita! on lepal m,1(.s(;iSi sisto I'o'aco, Margarito
a!a.'ar. Nicolas I. mini, Thomas M lei, I'.i'tiito f ash llano and lieni;no
' Allmoiienitte
l:..itr !
.,,.,!,. Mora county: Henry C.
,1
i'
to
;i tnceluii; hicr and J. W. Paul, Quay county;
C0111.'id' of
iiitiary
ar'cs Joy Harper, Santa Fe coun- it'
Martin Pawic and Joe Harmon,
i, oil
t'nion comity; Charlie Yazzi Hegay,
v.
lias
ho
ben San liian countv, Juan Vil.egas,
'round.
(lie border for !.,,,"
ib il.c' troops o
Carletoit and William liar
tnnnt1
soenduii;
is
few
iUli ;,ij.,s
),,ohysliyer, San Miguel
i:ii
atita re.
Mo' ho iday season
utility.
Law. attorny of Clayhas.
Pack Made Chief Clerk
Cnion county
ton and booster
County
Superintendent 10. Pack
of
t!ie
was in
city par
of Tncuincari, who goes out of of-- j
vat'-l.r- s
for
business
land
the we"1 on
fice the last of the month, has been
clit nts.
annoiiited chief clerk in the depart-- :
inent of education by Suprintendeiit
l.c three hanks of this city will elect J. II Wagner.
Mr. Pack, alclose from Saurday noon until Tues-da- v though he held the post of county
durChristmas
and
Morivng for
superintendent ill the strongly dem- ing the same period of time next
Years.
New
of
account
week on

Cot. R. W. Dobson, of Albuquerque
is in the city on legal business.
J. M. C. Chives. Jr., of Abiqaiu, is
a business vis'tor in the city this
week.
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Abbott ranic up from
ludfc
Columbia 'the first of ajie week and
has been ho'bntr court a part ni
the time and dist.osin? of several,
.Iters he had under advisement.
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I'atteito'i. one of the

pros--P.toi-

the Stanley section
,,
the rstaurf.'' Val'i v was inthe
t.'iv Tlmrsdav. "' bis wav to Wicli-- '
for n two of three weeks
it.,;
vi it with relatives
f:iMners
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Ely Remain For The Present
Ralph C. Kty v.'.l remain as receiver of the New Mexico Central
TtTT TTTT T T T T T TTT TTT TTTtT
Railway company for the present,!
Christinas.
Mexico
Royal Neighbors.
A
New
such being the decision of District
Santa Fe Camp No. 6673 held their
Judge E. C. Abbott, who is here,
annual e'ection of officers Tuesday
from the border to sit in a number My Ho'ly is the chili red
evening at the I. O. O. F. hall on
of important cases.
ilpon the wall displayed
The followThe portion of the petition in My Cb i' tmas trees are mountain San Francisco Street.
ing officers were elected.
which the removal of Ely is demandpines
Oracle.
Mrs. Louise P. Sturges,
In glittering dews arrayed.
ed on the charge of extravagance has
Mrs. Fredericka Linney. Vice Oracle.
not yet been disposed of by Judge
Mrs. Mattie Kirkpatrick Chancellor.
Abbott.
My candles are a thousand stajrs
Recorder.
Mrs. Maggie Friday,
in Cods eternal skies
Lutz
Receiver.
Official Oath
C.rrl.
My psalms the distant whisperings Mrs. Victoria
Bessie
Marshal.
Gutterinan
Mrs.
Thai from the woods arise.
.
Jose O. Garcia has taken the
Robinson-MrP.
A.
Sentinel.
Mr.
E.
oath of office of county superintenC. Ii. L:nney,
Manager.
dent of Kio Arriba county before My dearest Christmas gift
Mrs. Louise P. Sturges was chos
Is the love of those I love
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero.
en delegate to the State Convention,
t;.irr;a was the only democratic VVh'eh east, or west, or anywhere
and. Mrs. Mabel Whittier alernate.
Is Christmas gift enough.
county official elected in that counMrs. Maggie Friday, State Oracle,
Elwood M. Albright.
years
ty in November, just as
of the meeting,
will have charge
ago, the sheriff was the only demowhich will be held at Raton. Marcs 21.
crat elected in this bulwark of the Monday Bridge
A joint installation wil'. take place
The Monday Bridge club was enrepiib'ican party.
first Tuesday In January at which
tertained by Mrs. Austin Brady at the
time the Royal Neighbors and MoAuto Licenies Are Big
her home on Palace avenue.
x
will install their
dern Woodman
The motor license fees for the
newly elected officers for the ensuAllison School Entertainment.
past year lr've evceeded $77,CX)II,
A Christinas entertainment wi'l be ing year.
to the report of Secretary
of Slate Antonio Lucero, just sub- given at the Allison school Saturexis
It
mitted to the governor.
Miss Batrice Seligman who has
day evening December 2.1,. A Christpected that the fees for 1917 from mas tree will be one of the features been attending the Woo'cot Finishthis sourc will approx'iuate $!00.(X)0. that will gladden the childrens ing School for young ladies in DenA plan is on foot to have all of this heart's appropriate Music and reciver, is home to spend the holidays
tations .have been arranged by Miss with her parents Mr. and Mrs. James
money evmnded in road improvement work in the various counties. Buxton princ:pal, who has charge of Seligman. Miss Phyllis Mayne who
is attending the same school is Miss
the program.
Richardson Hear W!ll Contest
Seliginan's guest during her visit.
A. Kich" rdson is Eastern Star.
:d c llranv-'lhcarimr the wi'l contest of Frank
Santa Fe Chapter No. 19. Order of CHURCH OF THE HOLY FAITH
I'hni'tiTi " who s seekintf to break lV F. 'stern Star, insta'lcd their ofof his wife, who left a fices Thursday evening. Sister Allie h'ev. I.eonidas Smith, rector.
the v.
verba! w;l! ''u which h: ! of her estate I K'anen. Cram! .Matron of New Church and rectory, 207 Palace Ave.
'c'"t to a little girl, Amelia So- Me if') presided as installing officer Services
during the Christmas Sea-su- n It
lano, when she had adopted, but who 11,1
:
Maggie Friday as Marsh-Mte- r
delicious
closed
li'is since died, wh le. three rooms of
Chapter
Saturday, December 2.1rd, Annual
tile rioiiiteauN house were
refreshments were served, after which hristinas Festival of the Sunday
to So Ydad Criialva. Mr. I'lotn-tcau- x danc'm.' and a social hour was
School at 5. p. m., Procession; Bring
hv a large crowd of members of gifts
contests the will on the ground
to the manger; Carels;
that Mrs. Homteaux was not in her and visiting members present.
Christmas
story; Distribution of
will.
made
she
the
riijlit mind when
presents, etc. Parents and friends
of the ch Idrcn are cordially in vited.
Christmas Cantata
A New Deputy Marshal
( n
evening December 24, Sunday, December 24th:
Ilarrv A. Murphy, who has been at the Sunday
on
Faith
8 a. m. Holy Communion;
church of the Holy
cngii.e foreman in the Albuquerque Palace avenue, will hc given the
10 a. m., Sunday School and Bible
The .Episcopal
yards for the past five years, has
Classes :
Whitnev Coombs.
dcheCOtllC
Ill's
!ins:tioH
til
rj.Lirtifd
Choir will lt assisted by members
11 a. m..
Morning Prayer and serputy United States marshal', under from the Methodist and Presbyte- mon; processional
and vested choir
Mr. Murphy has rian Choir and by Mrs. R. M. HenA. H. Hudspeth.
8
A
Christmas Cantata will
p. m.,
been one of the most popular em- derson violinist. There will be no be rendered
by the choir, assisted
ployes of the Santa Fe here, and Christmas eve service at either the by the choirs of the Methodist and
though be has a host of friends who Methodist or Presbyterian Churches.
Presbyterian churches;
in
will miss him as a companion
p. m., Annual midnight sertheir work, none will hesitate to
Club.
Fe
vice. This will begin wifh the singwish him success in his new field, Santa
T he social committee of the Santa ing of Qhristmas hymns, which will
and be glad to know that he will Fe Cub have
completed elaborate '' followed by the Holy Communion.
still retain his home in Albuquerque.
arrangements for a party and drince Part of the Christmas program of
at their club house Christmas night. mus c wi'l be sung by the choir at
The affair promises to be as enjoy- this service.
able as the social event given last Monday December 2$ :
eve another
New Year's
8. a. m., Shortened form of Mornyear.
unique party is scheduled to take ing Prayer. Holy Communion
and
the
Year's
New
on
day
and
sermon ;
place
and special
, usual
custom of Christmas processional
club wil' follow
music
the
choir.
by
f ATI
keeping open house and the memofferings at these service for
bers have been given the privilege the current expenses of the parish).
of inviting friends not members of
the club.
N O T r C E
and
is
Christmas
note
The
peace
Notice is hereby given that the
will.
Whatever discords,
good
can primary for the nominaHepubl
has
the
resentments
or
year
wrongs
tion of a candidate for Justice of the
helil for us, the blessed Christmas-tid- e Peace
Constable for Precinct
should end them alb If you have No. 17, and
will be held at the City
pushed aside any hand this year, Marshal's Office lower San Francisreach out and c!asp it now. If any co Street Santa
Fe, On the 28th day
has been loosened., knit it
RED CROSS CHRISTMAS SEALS dear tie on this
of December, 1910 at seven o'clock
gladdest of all adnp again
m.
One Cent Each
Let all wounds be heal- p. All
versaries.
Every one you buy helps the ed, and all resentment and pride be
Republicans, residents of said
Womens'
Precinct are requested to attend,
fight against tuberculosis.
Christmas
under
the
holly,
buried
Club of Santa Fe the only agent.
Chas. C. Closson
we celebrate the birthday of
For sale at all drug stores and by any whi'ePrince
r" Committeman for Precinct No. 17.
of Peace.
the
Womens' Club.
member of

fiinunir-Aiiierleiin-
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Flour, Hay, Potatoes and Salt
LEO HERSCH
Sole Agents for International Stock Food

Telepones

5

and 45

VAAi

T.k.

roi
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, SURETY BONDS

HAYWARD
PHONE

I' 'I'

'! I' '!

62-W-

.

!'

--

BARGAIN

$2,500

i

$2,500

HOME which is valued at $5,000.00 and
can lie bought Jor 50c on the dollar
adobe
Size of lot, 100x285 feet,
house, with bath, electric lights, and range,
flood adobe barn and corral. A dozen bearing
fruit trees, asparagus bed, and stnal fruits.
TERMS: $500.00 down and the balar.ee of
$2,000.00 on a mortgage which runs for two
years.
A

w-'-

six-roo- m

C

it--

A. K'n lifmN'ui, of
has been in town the past few,
,,nrt business of
days completing
the l ist term which bo bold for H. L. 3arLer Spends More Thaj QuarLid:' Abbott He will return to,
ter of a Million In Gathering Data on
b'oswel! tomorrow
Methods of American Kings
Fletcher Catron who was recently
of Finance.
and who has been attend ng!
, r. .
, .' ...
In il, cast
s
by
The system followed
ioi
law
has returned to Santa Fe with Ins
who have amassed enor
their
this
bride. Thev will make
publish
moils fi.iluiii'S has Just bii-home and Mr. Cttron will follow the eil by II. I.. Burlier, well known
Irt-a-l
profession.
nilsl and tiuiiiieiiil writer of Clibiigo.
his
R W. Heflin, who has just com-- , who bus deduced the, plun from
as county treasurer; lifelong study of tlnunce- in connection
his
term
p'eted
with the careers of Ainerii uu kings of
in San Juan countv and accepted the.
position of Assistant State Trcas- lilllllll'U.
urer under Mr. Hall, has arrived to( "Five per cent of the whole populu
qualify for his new position.
Hon of America are men of large enrn
said Mr. Burlier.
ii ml means."
Miss Minnie Brumback, who has! --inns
the Wliui do they do? They im not
been official
stenographer of has
pulPMis of the savings bunks. The
state corporation commission,
been named corporation clerk by the me not patrons of the bond houses.
commission, taking the p ace made
All Are Heavy Borrower.
vacant by the death of Thomas J. "Their funds go into commercial
Miss Mamie Hotz, of the
Sanford.
iianlis that frequently pay no Inteii'st
commission, succeeds Mrs. Brumback
mid their deposits In these- banks lire
as official stenographer.
thc-iThe Santa Fe City School Board ii.r.de chlftl.v to secure loans from
in
advancing
did the right thing
Prof. E. J Roth, for three years
to the
school,
of
the
high
principal
to succeed Prof.
city superintendency,
Wagner. Prof. Roth has made pond
and deserves his advancement. He
will be missed by the rrgh school,
but his successor there Prof. Ringer
comes well recommended and will
no doubt fill the place satisfactorily.

Imbrc

1

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LOOGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State

C. A.

Catron Block.

BISHOP & CO.
Santa Fe. N. M.
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CAPITAL

GOAL

YARD

Swastika Coal; Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
'
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.

t

f.

NEAR A.

85

PHONE

S. F. DEPOT

&

MAIN

?

POWER RATE
200 K. W. 7c per K. VV.
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
400 K. W. Sc per K. W.

the

of the above at 4c per K. W.

All in excess

,

Special

Rates for Cooking.
FE WATER & LIGHT

SANTA

l

j

harmless means of helping to wash
from the stomach, liver, kidneys ana
bowels the previous day's indigestible materia, poisons, sour bile and
toxins; thus cleaning, sweetening

-

James W. Mullens, better known
Santa Fe as "Honeyjim" on account of his bi'Is relative to the
in

bee industry,

Ik "

will not be amonpr the

legislators this winter. a Jim was ofa
county
primary candidate for
fice wntcn Clin nor come nu
but now Irs friends who are many,
have decided that they want him for
I,,4ro n( ftoswidl and be will
probably be chosei without opposi-io-

ri:

,s
jhf

JtiUQf

t

Wkara Prices ara Baal far Safa

fflttxy Cfjrisrtmas
Christmas

!

Quality

fk

Carry m Full Liaa af
Saabarn's Cffaa
Cha.a
aaa1 Taa.
Rickaliaa

Day.

Some will make costly &lfts; some will lve
little remembrances, Inexpensive, but rich In
genuine Good Will; some will send written
messages of loving thoughts; and many, very
many will send the spoken word over the

n.

Attrrnev Tittman of Ilillsbnro has
been in the city the past few days,
s the time for change of officials
bu:lding draws near the
it the rapitol
number of prominent democrats in
evidence around Santa Fe is very
much increased. Of course they are
only here to demonstrate to the
new officials that the latter have
the general support of the party in
nv old thing they do during the
next two years if it is beneficial to
democracy or deserving democrats.

KAUNE'S

The Spirit of Christmas ts maklnfc Itself felt In
this Christian land of ours.
Men, women and children are lvlnfc
thought to plans for making others happy on

,

norma

?JzLe!LM

ltA'1s.

lJi

.sot only have these men

their own

In in active use In industrial enter
(
To Christen Dreadnaught
the funds
Governor McDonald has named; prises, but they borrow-al- l
eldest they can mid put the borrowed uioue.
Miss Margaret C. deBaca.
F..
de
C.
hi the same channel.
daughter of Governor-elec- t
Baca, to christen .the dreadnanght.
"They saved, ut the beginning, stitti
tatincn-"'hen the ship is
New Me""-eient t buy a shnre of stock, paying
'
li
the
teaches
.ca
public rrem 13 to 25 per cent, pledged that
d M:ss
school at Pecos.
share nt their bank and borrowed more
money, with which they bought otuei
Contest.
County Treasurer
shares of stock. They borrowed suv
inhave
been
Contest proreed ngs
bank money at 5 per cent and Instituted by Juan Aragon, democratic ings
vested It so that It produced them 2o
candidate for treasurer of Sierra or
2.r per cent, and tbey related the
county in the November hiselection,
opciution as frequently as jmssible un
repubagainst Miguel Anodara.
lican opponent who on the face of til they became wealthy."
the returns was elected by a maMaking Money Make Money."
jority of six votes. The rnen are
Barber has recently published a
cousins.
first
book, "Making Money Make Money.'
Aragon c!a;ms in his contest pro- containing data which Is Baid to have
ceedings that at least eight illegal
the writer more than a quarter of
votes were cast for Apodara by mi- cost
comand others not a million dollars to gather and
nors,
a
book
is
Barber's
preachment
and
pile.
in
the
election,
entitled to vote
that votes legally cast for him against the practice of Americans of
were not counted by the judges of saving their money for only three t"
election, leaving him a clear majority dve per cent Interest on their savings
while banker Invest the same mone..
of the votes legally cast..

Caaaaa VagaUbl

Hani Brathara Califeraia Caa-aaFmita aaa Hawaiiaa

Pi.aa.pla.

a

,

Telephone lines.

While homes resound with Christmas merri-

ment and the very atmosphere

II. L. BAKBEB.

Is

with Good Will to Men, the Telephone Operator
will be at her lonely post, connecting the lines
that will carry glad voices to distant friends.
Her duty Is to serve, and right gladly does
she perform her tasks, even while others are
maRtng festive holiday.
And you who use the Telephone on Christmas Day will detect in the operator's cheery
"Number please," the notes of the "Merry
Christmas" which we wish for all our patrons.
--

BOSS PATENT

FLOUR

charged

The-

Mountain States Telephone

and Telegraph Company

Priaaraaa

Batter

An Inside Bath
Makes You Look
and Feel Fresh
Says a glass of hot water with
phosphate before breakfast
keeps Illness away.

This excellent,

common-sane-

a

health measure being
adopted by millions.

ts

earn tile dividends and
reap a profit in the difference between
the Interest paid and tne stoea aivi
in

mtnr-V-

whk--

Sandoval Clerk Contest
That the contestant himself voted
illegally is an aTegation made hy ftanria- - .
Preciliano Ortiz democrat, contestee
Ttm man who would really b
al
in answer to a contest beeun in
"thrifty," he say a, should lorest In good
county by Alfredo N. Montoya
The men were candi- - stocks.
republican.
Sin-dov-

CO.

rhvsicians the world over recom
mend the inside bath, claiming this is
of vastly more importance than outside cleanliness, because the skin
pores do not absorb impurities into
the blood, causing ill health, while
the pores in the ten yards of bowels
do.

Men and women are urged to drink
each morning, before breakfast a
glass of hot water with a teaspoonful
of lmestone phosphate ia it, as a

and purifying the entire alimentary
canal before putting more food into
the stomach.
Just as soap and hot water cleanse
and freshen the skin, so hot water
andlimestone phosphate act on the
elitninative organs.
Those who wake np with bath
breath, coated tongue, nasty taste or
have a dull, aching head, sallow complexion, acid stomach; others who
are (subject to bilious attacjks or
constipation, should obtain a quarter pound of limestone phosphate
at the drug store. This will cost
very little but is sufficient to demonstrate the value of inside bathing. Those who continue it each
morning are assured of pronounced
results, both in regard to health and
appearance.
OLD-TIM- E

COLD CURE
DRINK HOT TEA!

Get a small package of HambuiK
Breast Toa, or as tne German folks
call it, "Hamburger Brust Thee," at aay
pharmacy. Talcs a tablespoonful of the
tea, put a cup of boiling water npsa
it, pour through a sieve and drink a
teacup full at any time during' the
day or before retiring. It is the most
effective way to break a cold and ear
grip, as it opens the pores of the skim,
Also loosens tha
relieving congestion.
bowels, thus breaking np a cold.
Try it the next time you suffer from
cold or the grip. It is inexpensive
and entirely vegetable, taerefore
and harmless.

EUMATI1 FROM
STIFF. ACHING

JOINTS

Rob Soreness from joints and mucin
with, a small trial bottla of
old

St Jacobs

Oil

!

Stop "doping" Rheumatism.
It's pain olIj; not one ease la tltf
requires internal treatment. Rnb soothing, penetrating "St. Jacobs Oil" right
on the "tender spot," and by the time
Ton say Jack Robinwi out cones the
rheumaiie pain. "St. Jacob's Oil" ia
a harmless rliemnatisni cure which never
disappoints and dmn't tmra the skin. It
takes fmin. aorenen and stiffness frosa
aching jinut. bi"c!'-- and boms; stops
sciatica, Inmbag. backae'oe, acuralgia,
Limber opt Get a U cent bottla
of old time, honest "St. Jacobs Oil"
from any drug store, and ia a axaixnt
you'll be free from pains, aches as4
stiffness.
Doal aaffttl Bab rlniisia
tons away.
s

.

r
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